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Summary
A six-degree-of-freedom nonlinear simulation of
a twin-pusher turt)ot)rop business/comnmter aircraft
configuration representative of the Cessna ATPTB
(Advanced Turboprop Test Bed) was developed for
use in piloted studies and then used for examining
tile performance and handling qualities during an ILS
(instrument landing system) approach and missed-
approach task with tile Langley General Aviation
Simulator. Simulation predictions over a reasonable
portion of the aircraft flight envelope were compared
with flight test data obtained by the Cessna Air-
craft Company for simulation validation. Six test
subjects consisting of two research pilots, tile prin-
cipal ATPTB company test pilot, and three gen-
eral aviation pilots participated in the study. Sim-
ulation flights were performed in the presence of
moderate turtmlence, varying horizontal winds, and
engine-out conditions. Results of the study indicated
successful ILS approaches and missed-approach ma-
neuvers were performed by each of the 6 pilots for
the 16 different test conditions presented. All pi-
lots commented on the difficulty of the high work-
load task, which was compounded by the presence of
pitch coupling with power because of the high engine
location and 1)y the low directional damping of the
configuration. The vehicle was considered to be in
the certifiable range under the present Federal Air
Regulations.
Introduction
Recently, industry h_s shown considerable inter-
est in applying the advanced turboprop technology
developed for commercial airline aircraft to general
aviation business/commuter aircraft. Consequently,
NASA h_us developed a research program to exam-
ine various aspects of this potential application. In
support of this effort, a cooperative program was ini-
tiate(t between NASA and the Cessna Aircraft Com-
pany in which NASA deveh)ped a piloted simula-
tion of a turboprop aircraft modeled after the Cessna.
ATPTB (Advanced Turboprop Test Bed). The pur-
pose of this study was twofold: first., to generate a
viable math model applicable over the flight envelope
of the ATPTB aircraft for use in this study as well as
flmlre studies, and second, to examine the handling
qualities of the configuration during an approach-to-
landing ta_sk. To validate the math modeling, sim-
ulation results were compared with measured flight
data. To study the handling qualities, an instrument
landing system (ILS) approach and missed approach
were performed in the presence of moderate turbu-
lence, varying horizontal winds, and engine-out con-
ditions. This simulation permitted examining vehicle
flying characteristics under adverse weather condi-
tions for which flight operations of this one-of-a-kind
test-bed aircraft were not permitted by the company.
This paper presents the math model and associated
information, the ILS task performance results, and
the pilots' evaluations of the handling qualities of the
simulated aircraft,. Simulation results are compared
with Cessna flight test measurements in appendix A.
Background
The increasing congestion at the metropolitan
hul) airports of the major airlines has generated con-
siderable interest in the aviation community in the
possible use of small business/commuter aircraft, as
a means to alleviate congestion and provide greater
flexibility for the airline traveler to reach smaller re-
gional airports. (See ref. 1.) The use of turboprop
power units for business/eomnmter aircraft reflects
the desire to exploit the advanced turboprop technol-
ogy of increased fuel efficiency and performance gains
developed for larger airline aircraft. (See refs. 2-4.)
Toward this end, studies of possible aircraft designs
have examined different airplane component arrange-
ments, such as aft-mounted tractor or pusher en-
gine arrangements, engines located over the wings,
engines located over the horizontal tail, and three
surface arrangements. (See refs. 5 13.) Also, sev-
eral flight vehicles have been built to verify" the bene-
fits associated with the unconventional designs. The
Cessna Aircraft Company constructed the ATPTB
aircraft for such a purpose. The configuration with
its aft-fuselage-mounted turbine engines and pusher
propellers has served as a baseline for a number
of wind tunnel studies, which generated a database
sufficient to pernfit a simulator math model to be
deveh)t)ed.
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Nomenclature
Moment data are referred t.o a center of gravity
(e.g.) located in the plane of symmetry and posi-
tioned longitudinally at 25 percent of the wing mean
a.erodynamic chord. Transfer equations were used
to shift the e.g. to new longitudinal locations. The
body-axis system shown in figure 1 was used for
motion calculations.
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with respect to time, and two clots represent a sec-
ond derivative. A bar over a symbol indicates the
arithmetic mean of the values in the sample.
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Aircraft Simulated
Theflight vehiclewasa one-of-a-kindconfigura-
tion constructedby the Cessna Aircraft Company
from a number of existing components and some
newly built parts. The configuration was designated
the ATPTB (Advanced Turboprop Test Bed). The
purpose of the test bed was to provide the company
an opportunity to explore tile flight characteristics
and performance of this type of aircraft. A three-
view drawing of tile configuration is presented in
figure 2. The aircraft has two Pratt and Whitney
PT6-66/3 aft-mounted turbine engines driving five
bladed constant-speed propellers through gear boxes
that produce propeller rotation in opposite direc-
tions. The flight controls consisted of a wheel, a
column, and rudder pedals connected through a con-
vcntional cable arrangement to ailerons, an elevator,
and a rudder. Trim capability w_ generated by" an
aileron tab, a rudder tab, and horizontal-tail inci-
dence. Down springs and bobweights were not used
in the control system nor was a SAS (stability aug-
mentation system) installed. A lilnited number of
flight tests of the aircraft over an altitude Mach
number envelope were performed. Flights to an al-
titude of 41000 ft were flown, and flight tests were
conducted over a Mach number range up to 0.60.
Limited test data have been obtained for a range
of vehicle weights from 9500 lb to 14 500 lb and
for center-of-gravity locations from 15 percent ?w to
28 percent, ew. In assembling the test-bed aircraft,
no attempt was made to optimize the configuration
in regard to drag. The vehicle mass and geometric
characteristics used in the present sinmlator study
to represent the aircraft, are presented in table 1 and
figure 2.
Table 1. VehMc Mass and Geometric Characteristics
Fuselage:
Body station of fuselage nose, in ...................................... 17.88
Length, ft ............................................... 4,1.76
Maximum diameter, in .......................................... 6,1.00
Wing:
Area (trapezoidal reference), ft 2 ..................................... 322.25
Span, ft ................................................ 51.71
Quarter-chord sweep, deg ......................................... 1.41
Aspect ratio ............................................... 8.30
Taper ratio (trapezoidal reference) ..................................... 0.35
Mean aerodynamic chord, in ........................................ 80.98
Dihedral, deg ............................................... 4.00
Root incidence, deg ............................................ 3.18
Body station of wing leading edge at root, in ................................. 230.72
Body station of moment refewnce center, 0.25_., in .............................. 281.26
Side-of-body airfoil chord, in ........................................ 126.00
Leading-edge break airfoil chord, in ..................................... 90.99
Tip airfoil chord, in ............................................ 36.87
Tip incidence, deg ............................................ -0.77
Horizontal tail:
Area, ft 2 ................................................ 67A1
Span, ft ................................................ 18.35
Aspect ratio ............................................... 4.99
Quarter-chord sweep, deg ........................................ 31.63
Dihedral, deg .............................................. -3.00
Taper ratio ................................................ 0.35
Mean geometric chord, in ......................................... 47.50
Body station of tail leading edge at root, in ................................. 537.14
Root airfoil chord, in ........................................... 65.32
Tip airfoil chord, in ............................................ 22.87
Table l. Concluded
Vertical tail:
Area, ft 2 ................................................ 65.82
Height, in ................................................ 10,1.13
Leading-edge sweep, (leg ......................................... 43.00
Body station of tail leading edge at root, in ................................. 441.11
Root airfoil chord, in ........................................... 113.77
Tip airfoil chord, in ............................................ 68.26
Pylon:
Arca (planform, ccnterline to centerline for both pylons), ft 2 ......................... 20.13
Span, in ................................................. 48.37
Dihedral, deg .............................................. 14.25
Body station of pylon leading edge at root, in ................................ 351.37
Chord, in ................................................ 59.91
Propellers:
Single rotation:
Tip diameter, in ............................................ 100.00
Maximum nacelle diameter, in ...................................... 32.40
Body station at propeller disk, in ..................................... 434.29
Control surface deflections:
Elevator, 5e, deg ................................... -16 (TEU) to +14 (TED)
Horizontal tail, it, deg ................................. -16 (TEU) to +8 (TED)
Single aileron, (%,L or Ga,R, deg ............................. -15 (TEU) to +17 (TED)
Rudder, 3r, (leg .............................................. -I-25
Weight:
I,V, nnrninal value, Ib .......................................... 12500
Moments of inertia:
Ix, slugs-ft 2 .............................................. 14 956
[y, slugs-ft 2 .............................................. 39 385
Iz, slugs- ft 2 .............................................. 49687
[xz, slug s-ft2 .............................................. 5604
Ip, LE , slugs- ft 2 ............................................. 12.,153
lpj¢E, slugs- ft 2 ............................................. 11.7,13
Description of Simulation
The Langley General Aviation Simulator was
used in this study. The individual elements of the
sinmlation are shown in figure 3. An engine math
model, an aerodynamic math model, and a math
model for control forces were required for the real-
time sinmlation program to define a specific aircraft.
Available in this program was a model for atmo-
spheric turbulence and a table of horizontal winds
having both speed and direction varying with alti-
tude. The math models were implemented on an all-
digital simulation system that used a Control Data
CYBER 175 series computer. The system operated
in real time at an iteration rate of 32 frames/sec. The
following sections contain a detailed description of
the simulator cockpit and the various math models.
Simulator Cockpit
The simulator cockpit consisted of a portion of the
fuselage of an actual light, twin-engine aircraft. The
cockpit was momltcd on a three-degree-of-freedom
motion system that provided roll, pitch, and heave
motions. (See figs. 4 and 5.) Tile motion base
is described in detail in reference 14. The instru-
ment panel contained displays that were compara-
ble with those in the ATPTB aircraft and provided
information on altitude, airspeed, vehicle attitude,
rate of climb, heading, turn and slip, values from
RMI and DME, localizcr error, and glideslope error,
etc. Displays for each engine were limited to engine
torque, speed in rpm, and fuel flow. Although the
information presented to the pilot was comparable,
the panel layout of the simulator differed from that
of the actual ATPTB aircraft.
The simulator was equipped with hydraulic con-
trol loaders for the elevator, aileron, and rudder
cockpit controls. The force on each control was
programmed on the computer, and deadbands were
inserted at the computer-cockpit interface. Cockpit
levers or switches were available to activate flaps,
landing gear, and speed brakes. A system of speak-
ers located around the cockpit provided a simulated
noise environment. Each turboprop power unit had a
power lever and an rpm lever. These four levers were
located on the center console between the seats. Trim
wheels for rudder and aileron tabs were also located
on the center console near the floor. Longitudinal
trim control was commanded through a thumb switch
on the wheel. A closed-circuit color television system
provided a 48 ° by 26 ° visual scene of a terrain board,
which was displayed through a virtual image system
through the front window. In addition, a computer-
controlled cloud ceiling could be adjusted to obscure
the terrain when flying above a certain altitude.
Engine Model
The information for each turboprop power unit
was supplied by the Cessna Aircraft Company. The
data consisted of thrust, torque, and fuel flow val-
ues supplied in tabular form as a function of four
variables: Mach number, altitude (h), power setting
(PS), and propeller rotational speed in rpm. Ta-
bles were provided for only two rpm values, 1700
and 2000, and were arranged in the program as shown
in figure 6. Linear interpolation was used for inter-
mediate rpm settings. The tables were part of a more
extensive engine data set used by Cessna. Because
of the restricted data set, special considerations were
made in the ninth model to incorporate the engine-
out condition and achieve a feathered-propeller con-
dition. Failing either the left or right engine could be
commanded only at the simulator real-time computer
console. Details of the engine model are presented in
appendix B.
Aerodynamic Model
The airplane is represented in the equations of
motion by three force coefficients and three moment
coefficients. Each of the six coefficients consists
of a summation of individual aerodynamic terms
or stability derivatives plus the contribution from
the direct thrust output of the individual turboprop
power units. The aerodynamic terms are further
divided into the static and dynamic contributions.
Each of the individual static aerodynamic terms is
composed of three elements -one associated with the
propeller removed condition and two associated with
the power-induced effect of a particular turboprop
unit. With this arrangement, either the left or
right turboprop unit could be failed when examining
the engine-out condition. The model included some
effects of Math number, sideslip angle, and ground
effect. The equations of motion and the forces and
moments are given in appendix C.
The expressions for the force and moment co-
efficients are reasonably conventional in form. The
data for the various elements are contained in the
softwarc program in tabular form as a function of
two variables, usually angle of attack and thrust co-
efficient. Data were provided for an angle-of-attack
range from -8 ° to 36 ° in 4° increments with an ad-
ditional entry at a = 14 ° to provide better definition
near the stall. Table entries were provided for thrust
coefficient values of -0.0070, 0, 0.0354, and 0.2014.
Wind tunnel data from powered-model tests in the
Langley 14- by 22-Foot Tunnel, the 30- by 60-Foot
Tunnel, and the 12-Foot Low-Speed Tunnel were
used to establish the numerical values for the data
tables. Some of these data are presented in refer-
ences 9, 11, and 12. Interpolation and some extrap-
olation of the measured wind tunnel data were used
to establish the table values used herein. To ob-
tain values for the dynamic derivatives, oscillatory
tests were conducted on an unpowered model in
the Langley 30- by 60-Foot Tunnel. (See ref. 12.)
Measurements through the angle-of-attack range
were made only for the rolling-moment and yawing-
moment derivatives. As a consequence, estimates
were made for the pitching-moment derivatives by
using information from reference 15. Power effects
on the derivatives of p, q, r, and/_ were not included
because estimates of their magnitudes were question-
able. Propeller forces resulting from an inclined flow
at the propeller disc due to angular rates p, q, and r
also were not included in the equations. Although
such forces and resulting moments undoubtedly ex-
ist, they were omitted in this simulation because their
computation involved unreliable estimates of their
magnitude. Because the ATPTB flight Reynolds
numbers were at least four times larger than any
of the Reynolds numbers used in the wind tun-
nel tests, empirical adjustments were made in the
simulation database to account for Reynolds num-
ber differences. Adjustments included increasing the
stall angle of attack by several degrees and lower-
ing some drag levels to account for reductions in
the skin friction. Increasing the stall angle of attack
7
increasedCL,ma x and shifted all stall-related breaks
in the aerodynamic characteristics to the higher angle
of attack.
Control System Model
A hydraulic control loader is available in the
Langley General Aviation Simulator for use with
pilot-actuated controllers consisting of wheel, col-
umn, and rudder pedals. The force on each controller
was programmed in the computer as a function of
the cockpit trim-wheel position, deflection of the pri-
mary flight control surface (either ailerons, elevator,
or rudder), and the airplane flight condition. The
hinge moment data used to establish the forces for
the three controls were supplied by the Cessna Air-
craft Company from measurements made on a sim-
ilar type of aircraft. The equations and data used
are given in appendix D, and block diagrams for the
longitudinal, directional, and lateral control systems
are given in figure 7. Pitch trim was accomplished
by adjusting the horizontal-tail incidence. A tab on
the rudder provided directional trim. A trim tab lo-
cated on one aileron provided roll trim in the ATPTB
aircraft. This tab was not programmed in the simula-
tion; instead, roll trim was achieved by introducing a
differential increment in the deflection of the ailerons.
In figure 7, three additional block diagrams for the
flaps, landing gear, and speed brakes are shown with
the longitudinal control system. The cockpit controls
for the landing gear and speed brake had two posi-
tions, either retracted or extended. The cockpit flap
position lever had four detents to position the flaps
at deflection angles of 0°, 7 °, 20 °, and 35 °. Tile first-
order lag indicated in each block diagram was used
to provide a realistic output response. The following
time constants wcre used:
Time for full
Time constants Value deployment, see
r I 4.0 16
rSB 1.0 4
TLa 3.0 12
Turbulence and Horizontal Wind Models
To represent adverse weather conditions for this
study, random turbulence was included for all flights
in the test syllabus. The turbulence model used in
the simulation was the standard Dryden turbulence
model (refs. 16 and 17). Random turbulence for
each vehicle axis was calculated independently in a
subroutine and then was input into the equations for
each of the three axes. Although several intensity
levels were available in the simulation program, only
the moderate level was used.
To increase task difficulty, a selected number of
simulator flights in the test program were performed
in the presence of horizontal winds. Both wind
direction and magnitude were varied as a function of
altitude. Only winds approaching the vehicle from
the front hemisphere were considered. The winds
were inserted in the simulation program as shown in
the following table, and a linear interpolation scheme
was used to establish intermediate values:
Altitude, ft
1600
1200
800
400
0
Wind speed, knots
25
20
15
10
5
Direction, deg
o
270
o
90
o
For altitudes above 1600 ft, the winds remained
constant at the values given for the i600-ft altitude.
The null direction listed in the table was chosen
parallel to the runway centerline.
Simulation Validation
Two approaches wcrc used to establish the simula-
tion as representative of the ATPTB aircraft. First,
a number of comparisons were performed between
simulator outputs and flight data to obtain satisfac-
tory representation of the airplane flight character-
istics. Second, the company pilot for the ATPTB
aircraft flew the simulated airplane at altitudes and
speeds of his own choosing in order to explore a larger
segment of the flight envelope than involved in the
test program for the purpose of providing an overall
assessment of the simulation.
Data comparison from simulator and flight
records are presented and discussed in detail in ap-
pendix A. Although the amount of flight data was
limited, a number of comparisons of both perfor-
mance and stability information were made for dif-
ferent speeds and altitudes. Typical comparisons in-
elude, among others, those for maximum speed, rate
of climb, wind-up turns, steady heading sideslips,
and several dynamic stability checks for short-period,
phugoid, and Dutch roll motions. For most of the
comparisons, reasonably good agreement was ob-
tained. In some areas of the simulation, additional
adjustments to the math model could have been
made. However, these adjustments were not under-
taken because the ILS task used for the piloted
part of the study placedthe airplanein a region
of themathmodelremovedfromthediscrepancies.
Thecomparisoncommentsbythecompanypilot are
discussedfollowingthedatacomparisons.
Pilot's Task
The task selectedfor this study waspurposely
chosento be a difficult onc. The simulationap-
proacheswereinitiatedcloserto therunwaythresh-
old than the usualILS approach. Consequently,
the timebetweenscheduledeventswascompressed
to accentuatethe presenceof anyundesirableflight
characteristics.
During the initial preflightbriefing,eachpilot
wassuppliedwith the followingfour items: (1) a
drawingof the airplane(fig. 2), (2) a written de-
scriptionof thetask (fig.8), (3) a typicalpilots'in-
strumentapproachprocedureplateoutliningtheap-
proach(fig.9), and(4)a copyof theCooper-Harper
handling-qualitiesratingscale(fig.10).A discussion
of the itemswasconductedduringwhichthepilots
wereaskedto evaluatethe data at eachwaypoint.
Glideslopeandlocalizerneedledisplacementsof less
thanone-halfmaximumdeflectionshouldbethetar-
get for flight downthe glideslope.In addition,in-
dicatedairspeed(IAS)shouldbemaintainedwithin
+5 knots. Missed-approach procedures were given;
however, aircraft operating procedures such as air-
speed and power settings were left to the pilots' dis-
cretion. It was emphasized that a right turn was re-
quired. A Cooper-Harper rating and pilot comments
were requested for every flight for the approach from
flight initiation to the middle marker. An additional
rating and comments were requested for the missed-
approach runs covering the flight portion from the
middle marker to the run termination.
ILS Geometry
The localizer transmitter was placed at the end of
the 11 000-ft runway opposite the threshold and po-
sitioned on the centerline of the 150-ft-wide runway.
Maximum needle deflection on the cockpit localizer
instrument was set at -[-1.8224 °, which corresponds
to a 350-ft lateral displacement at the runway thresh-
old. The glideslope transmitter was located 1000 ft
down the runway from the threshold with the center-
line of the transmitter signal set at an elevation angle
of 3° above the ground plane. Maximum needle de-
flection on the glideslope indicator corresponded to a
displacement of +0.7 ° about the ccnterline. Vertical
and lateral displacements for maximum needle de-
flections on the glideslope and localizer instruments
at the ILS middle and outer markers are given in the
following table:
ILS
marker
Middle
Outer
Longitudinal
position Glideslope
prior to max,
threshold, ft deg
2816 +0.70
18 081 4-0.70
Vertical Localizer Vertical
displace-, max, displace-
ment, ft deg ment, ft
+47 +1.82 t440
+233 +1.82 -t-925
Subjects
Six subjects participated in the test program.
Two of the subjects were research pilots. One was
a NASA rescarch pilot (pilot Y) with experience in
a variety of helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft, and
the othcr was an active-duty Air Force research pilot
(pilot P) temporarily assigned to NASA. Another
subject was a Cessna test pilot and the principal
pilot of the ATPTB aircraft (pilot L). The remaining
three subjects were general aviation pilots selected
for their varying level of experience. One was a
certified flight instructor (pilot B) one was a private
pilot with an instrument rating (pilot M) and one
was a private pilot actively pursuing an instrument
rating (pilot G).
Exposure to the simulation before starting the
test program varied between the test subjects. The
two research pilots had limited simulator exposure
consisting of three or four 2-hour sessions spaced
over a 4- to 6-week interval. Simulator exposure
for the company test pilot was concentrated into
two 4-hour sessions in two succeeding days that
involved familiarization flights, test program flights,
and additional evaluation flights. In contrast, two
general aviation pilots had considerable simulator
exposure consisting of several hours per day, twice
a week, for several months before the test session.
The remaining general aviation pilot, however, had
only three 1-hour sessions on different days before
initiation of the test program.
Test Syllabus and Data
The test syllabus consisted of a set of 16 simula-
tor flights that were conducted in the sequence shown
in figure 11. The run schedule indicated whether the
run was a normal ILS approach where the console op-
erator took control of the simulation after the middle
marker was passed or whether a missed approach was
to bc executed. The schedule also specified the pres-
ence of winds, whether an engine failure occurred,
which engine was involved, and where the failure
occurred. All test runs were made in the presence
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of moderateturbulencewith themotionbaseactive.
Pilotswerenot informedof thesetest conditions.
Becausethe simulatorflightswereof shortdu-
ration, all 16 runs could be conducted in a given
3-hour simulator session. Unfortunately, technical
difficulties sometimes prevented all the runs from be-
ing conducted in one session. In such situations, the
test schedule was resumed where it left off after sev-
eral practice flights were made because of the time
interval between simulation sessions.
A number of flights were made by the general
aviation pilots to provide information on tile ef-
fect of variables such as e.g. location and approach
speed. These subjects also provided the test data for
comparison with flight measurements.
For each test run shown in figure 11, some vari-
ables were recorded on magnetic tape at 1-see in-
tervals for postprocessing. For immediate use in
monitoring flight progress, two time-history recorders
providing 16 channels of information were used. In
addition, at the completion of each run a digital
printout of selected information was made available
for immediate examination. Included wcrc rms val-
ues for several specific variables for the flight tra-
jectory segment down the glideslopc. Finally, pi-
lot ratings and comments from the research pilots
and company pilot were recorded by one of the
researchers who occupied the right-hand seat dur-
ing the simulator runs. Comments from the gem
eral aviation pilots were recorded by the researcher
monitoring the time-history recorders.
Results and Discussion
The results of the piloted runs listed in the test
syllabus are presented in the following three sections.
The first two sections examine tile flight path tra-
jectories and the various recorded performance mea-
sures. The third section presents the pilots' ratings
and comments. Some additional simulator runs were
made to briefly examine several influencing factors
such as approach speed and e.g. location. These re-
sults are addressed in the section entitled "Supple-
mental Results." Note, all approaches performed in
these tests were conducted with raw ILS error indica-
tions rather than use of more sophisticated avionics
such as a flight director.
Flight Path Trajectories
Typical trajectories arc presented in figures 12
and 13 for runs with both engines operating, with
the left engine failed, and with the right engine failed.
Values of indicated airspeed along each trajectory are
also given. Vehicle longitudinal, lateral, and verti-
cal displacements relative to the runway are mea-
sured in an axis system with the origin positioned
at the runway threshold on the centerlinc. (Posi-
tive X-displacements arc measured down the runway
and positive Y-displacements place the vehicle to the
right of the runway.) Note, the longitudinal scale
used as the abscissa in figures 12 and 13 has been
compressed with respect to the vertical scale, which
tends to accentuate changes in the value of the ordi-
nate. Results for the various pilots are shown in each
figure.
ILS approaches. Figure 12 presents the results
for the six pilots from initial conditions to the middle
marker. Boundaries showing the values correspond-
ing to the maximum needle deflections on the panel
instruments for glideslope and localizcr are provided.
In addition, dashed boundary lines corresponding to
twice the desired -4-5 knots tracking goal are provided
for the IAS traces.
An examination of the trajectory traces between
the outer and middle markers indicate that all flights
were within the localizer and glidestope boundaries
except for a couple of excursions on the glideslope
trace shown in figure 12(b). Recall that the tracking
goal specified in the preflight briefing was to remain
within one-half maximum needle deflections on the
final approach, whereas the boundaries shown cor-
respond to maximum needle deflections on the in-
strument. The traces for the various pilots show the
tracking goal was not met for a considerable por-
tion of each run. The altitude traces for runs with
a failed engine (figs. 12(b) and 12(c)) appear to be
above the glideslope ecnterline for most of the lon-
gitudinal distance between the outer marker to the
middle marker. In addition, some difficulties in local-
izer tracking is apparent in the oscillatory nature of
the lateral positioning traces. This difficulty is appar-
ent in the results for all three engine conditions and is
partly caused by the presence of the horizontal winds.
The presence of the winds also influenced the vehicle
airspeed. With the exception of a few runs, airspeed
varied along the final approach from the target value
of 120 knots by as much as +10 knots. These results
provided an indication of the difficulty of the task
performed by the pilots.
Missed approach. Figure 13 presents the re-
sults for six pilots for that portion of the trajectory
covering the transition from the instrument approach
to the missed-approach segment. Engine failures
were programmed to occur at the missed-approach
point (MAP), which for this simulation was chosen
to coincide with the middle marker. Results for both
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enginesoperating(fig. 13(a))showtheexpectedin-
creasein theairspeedafterthe applicationof power
and the initial developmentof tile right climbing
turn. Altitude tracesbeforethe MAP weresimilar
for allpilotswithonlythetracefor pilotL showinga
delayin initiatingtheclimb.At themiddlemarkers,
the lateralpositioningtracefor pilot P is the only
tracelocatedto the right of the runwaycenterline
andis theresultof a correctionmadeby pilot P to
reducethelocalizererrorbeforereachingthemiddle
marker.
Whenanenginewasfailedat theMAP(figs.13(b)
and13(c)),someobviousdifferencesarediscernible
in the traceswhencomparedwith thosefor both
enginesoperating.Somepilotsattemptedto main-
tainspeedandheadingwhileadjustingto thefailed-
enginecondition.Extra power,whichwasavailable
fortheaircraftfor afull-throttlesettingonthegood
engine,wasusedto increasealtitude.Whentheleft
enginewasfailed(fig. 13(b)),somepilots (L, Y, P,
andM) chosenot to maintaintight headingcontrol
andpermittedtheairplaneto yawleft asevidenced
by the increasingnegativelateraldisplacementbe-
forerecoveringandinitiatingthe right turn. When
the right enginefailed(fig. 13(e)),initiation of the
right turn wasgeneratedby theleft enginewith the
pilot simplycontrollingtheturn rate.
Theminimumairspeedrecordedfor mostmissed-
approachflightsexceeded110knots;however,there
wereseveralflightswith a failedenginewhereair-
speedsas low as 90 knotswererecorded.These
lowairspeedscausedsomeconcernoverhavingsuffi-
cientdirectionalcontrol.For theseflights,however,
no commentsweremadeby the pilots concerning
anydifficultyin controllingthevehicledirectionally.
Anexaminationof therudderdeflectionrequiredto
countertheyawingmomentproducedbyfull-throttle
thrust generatedbythe operatingenginewasmade
by usingthe equationsin appendixC, andthe re-
suits aregivenin figure14. Tile curvesindicate
that for anairspeedbelow94knots,flightwith zero
sideslipcannotbemaintainedwith full rudderdeflec-
tion. An examinationof the recordedtime-history
dataindicatethat forthisportionof theflighttrajec-
tory thepilot usedlargerudderdeflections(but less
thanmaximum),bankedthevehicleinto the oper-
atingengine,andmaintainedasideslipangleon the
airplane. With this piloting technique,directional
controlremainedavailablein bothdirections.
PerformanceAssessment
ILS approach. State variables were printed at
the following four waypoints during the approach:
(1) DUMMY, (2) KNUTS, (3) the outer marker
(OM), and (4) the middle marker (MM). Sufficient
variations existed in the numerical values of the state
variables at the first two locations among the differ-
ent runs by a given pilot and among the different pi-
lots to preclude making a detailed analysis. Tim nu-
merical differences were the result of how aggressively
the pilots tried to laterally acquire the extended run-
way eenterline and the specified altitude of 1000 ft at
KNUTS. With the first two waypoints thus omitted
from further consideration, only the final two way-
points remained. Data at both the outer and middle
markers were examined with particular emphasis on
more variables at the middle marker. These results
are presented in figures 15 to 18.
Figure 15 presents the combined results for the six
pilots and shows the vertical and lateral locations rel-
ative to the glideslope centerline existing at the outer
and middle markers along with the corresponding de-
viation in airspeed from the desired 120 knots. All
data are shown, including those values for flights with
failed engines and with winds on and off. Included
are the data for all missed-approach runs. The re-
sults are presented in the form of a cumulative fre-
quency distribution, which gives the number of flights
or the percentage of total flights made having a mag-
nitude less than that specified by the abscissa. The
abscissa of figure 15 was chosen to provide the re-
sults relative to the target magnitude requested in
the preflight briefing and thus is designated as tar-
get size. For example, a unit target size corresponds
to plus or minus one-half of the maximum needle
deflections displayed on the glideslope and localizer
panel instruments and to a +5-knot deviation in air-
speed. The results of figure 15 indicate that the pi-
lots reduced the localizer error and airspeed deviation
during the flight between the outer and middle mark-
ers. Glidcslope error, however, showed some degra-
dation. Some loss in glideslope tracking performance
may be anticipated because tracking the glideslope
required continual adjustment to airspeed and to the
rate of descent, whereas flight approaching the outer
marker was made at a constant altitude. The air-
speed result of figure 15(c) shows that only about
60 percent of the flights were within the +5-knot
band at the middle marker. Position error results
at both the middle and outer markers show that at
least 80 percent of the flights were within the de-
sired target band. The results shown in figures 15(a)
and 15(b) for glideslope and localizer target size be-
yond a numerical value of 2.0 correspond to flights in
which the vehicle position was beyond the range dis-
played on the cockpit instruments. These few flights
are indicated by dashed lines and would in most cases
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requirea missed-approachmaneuverto beexecuted.
Becausetargetsizeincludesbothpositiveandnega-
tive values,a divisionof the dataaccordingto sign
is indicatedin thefollowingtable:
Item
Ae
Aa
AV
Location
Above glideslope
Below glideslope
Right of centcrline
Left of centerline
Above 120 knots
Below 120 knots
t Total flights percentage
Middle marker Outer marker
48.5
51.5
28.2
71.8
29.2
70.8
65.7
34.3
35.9
64.2
30.8
69.2
Interestingly, at the outer marker, the vehicle was po-
sitioned below the glideslope centerline about twice
as often as above the centerlinc, whereas at the mid-
dle marker the data were about evenly divided about
the centcrline. The localizer data showed a reversal
in the distribution of vehicle lateral position between
the outer and middle markers. About two-thirds of
the data place the vehicle to the right of the center-
line at the outer marker and to the left of the center-
line at the middle marker. An examination of the
data for winds on and winds off indicated that this
shift in localizer data was directly traceable to the in-
fluence of the horizontal winds. The airspeed devia-
tion at both locations show about twice as many runs
had velocities below 120 knots as above 120 knots.
The results given in figure 15 examine each of the
three variables independent of the other two. For
each flight, however, tile piloting task was to meet
all three target goals simultaneously. Accordingly,
the data were recompiled, and the results obtained at
the middle marker are given in figure 16. Assembling
the results of the volume target clearly showed that
the airspeed component had a significant influence.
Because velocity deviations may be of less impor-
tance than position errors, the data were also recom-
piled to meet a glideslope and localizer area target.
Both curves are given in figure 16. An examination of
figure 16 indicates that the pilots achieved all three
target goals in about 50 percent of the flights. By
eliminating the velocity requirements, the pilots met
the two position goals in about 75 percent of the
flights.
In addition to indicated airspeed, information on
flight path angles at the middle marker is also of
interest. Figure i7 presents the data for pilot B
as a function of Eh, which is the declination angle
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from the airplane altitude at the middle marker to
the runway threshold. The symbols shown below
the solid line in figure 17 indicate that the aircraft
has a rate of descent that will lead to an impact
short of the runway if not reduced. For an approach
speed of 120 knots along the glideslope at the middle
marker, about 14 see of flight time remain before
reaching the runway threshold, which is ample time
to reduce tile rate of descent. It is interesting to note
in the table of figure 17 that every pilot had several
flights that required reductions in the magnitude of ]t.
About 22 percent of the total flights evidenced this
condition.
The interpretation presented of 7 versus E h is
valid only for flights made with no winds because -_
is defined relative to the air mass. Calculations werc
not made to account for the winds and to convert -_ to
an inertial-axis reference frame. The data points for
the wind-on condition if corrected could shift slightly
farther in the negative direction and thus would not
alter the original assessment.
The single data point in figure 17 with a positive
flight path angle is from a flight with a trajectory
below the glideslope centerline where the pilot has
already applied power to execute a missed approach.
For a typical ILS approach, the vehicle atti-
tude angles and angular rates existing at the middle
marker should be small, which would indicate that a
stabilized situation exists before executing the flare.
Figure 18 presents simulation results for the three
Euler angles (_p, O, and ¢) and three body angular
rates (p, q, and r) that were recorded for the six
pilots. Tile results are presented in the form of cu-
nmlative frequency distributions. Magnitude of the
angles and angular rates was selected as the abscissa
to eliminate the influence of whether the aircraft was
located to the left or to the right of the extended
runway centerline. For pitch angle 0, however, about
85 percent of the values were negative, which indi-
cates that the vehicle acquired a nose-down attitude
at the middle marker. The cumulative frequency dis-
tribution gives the frequency, that is, the number of
flights or the percentage of tile total flights made with
a magnitude less than that specified by the abscissa.
The curves of figure 18 indicate about 75 percent
of the flights had yaw and roll attitude angles less
than -t=6°. Correspondingly, about 93 percent of the
flights had pitch attitude angles less than 6° . Dur-
ing a few flights, large roll and yaw angle magnitudes
(above 10 °) were obtained. These conditions corre-
sponded to pilot attempts to reduce the vehicle lat-
eral displacement from the extended runway center-
line. Large roll and yaw rates usually accompanied
these larger angle displacements.
In additionto theinstantaneousconditionsexist-
ing at theouterandmiddlemarkers,measurements
of pilotperformanceandthecontroldeflectionsused
wereobtainedfor the vehicletrajectorydownthe
glideslopemeasuredbetweenthe outerand middle
markers.Thesemeasurementsarein theformofrms
valuesobtainedfromdatatakenat thesamplingrate
of 32samples/sec.Figure19presentstypicalresults
byprovidingvaluesforeveryrunmadebyasinglepi-
lot duringthetestprogram.Theeffectofenginefail-
urefor bothwindsonandwindsoffisgivenfor each
variable.ThetrackingerrorsAc and A(r in figure 19
are the angular errors fl'om the nominal glidcslope
and localizer values as represented by the needle dis-
placements on the cockpit instruments. The rms val-
ues of IAS are referenced to zero airspeed. Similarly,
rms values of aileron, elevator, and rudder deflections
are referenced to zero deflection. Horizontal-tail in-
cidence, however, was referenced to the trim value at
the initiation of each flight. This bias in rms it ob-
viates the direct relationship between the rms values
for elevator and horizontal-tail incidence.
Several observations can be made from an exam-
ination of the data of figure 19. Increases in rms 57.
are larger when either the left or right engine is failed
than when both engines are operating. A similar in-
crease, although of much less magnitude, is apparent
in the aileron data. These observations hold for both
wind-on and wind-off conditions. A comparison of
localizer tracking error data indicates a larger error
exists for wind-on conditions than for wind-off condi-
tions. Other observations are not as obvious because
of the scatter in the data and the limited number of
data points. These three observations were readily
apparent in the test data for each of the six pilots.
To flmher illustrate the tracking error results, fig-
ure 20 shows the cumulative result of the six pilots
for both wind-on and wind-off conditions with both
engines operating and with one engine failed. Mean
values and standard deviation bars are presented.
Figure 20 indicates that the presence of winds or
an engine failure had little effect on the glideslope
rms error means and standard deviations. Similarly,
not much difference was obtained in the airspeed re-
sults for the different conditions. The localizer er-
ror results, however, show a large effect due to the
presence of the horizontal winds for both engine con-
ditions. In contrast, little influence is shown when
comparing the localizer data for the effect of engine
failure. (In fig. 20, compare circle with diamond
symbols and square with triangle symbols.) Appar-
ently piloting adjustments to the presence of a failed
engine were completed by the time flight down the
glideslope was initiated, whereas the presence of the
varying winds required constant adjustment during
the final approach. A statistical check on the glide-
slope, localizer, and airspeed data with the Student's
"t" test indicates that the effect of winds on the lo-
ealizer results was significant at the 5-percent level
of significance.
Missed approach. Upon reaching the middle
marker with the runway not visible, the required
procedure was to execute a missed approach. The
test matrix for these runs incorporated the follow-
ing three engine conditions: (1) both engines operat-
ing, (2) one engine failed at the middle marker, and
(3) one engine failed shortly after starting the run at
h = 1300 ft. Engine failures included both left and
right engines, and the runs were made with and with-
out the presence of the horizontal winds. Although
no specific performance measures were specified in
the pilot's preflight briefing for the missed-approach
portion of the trajectory, data for some variables were
printed at run termination. Among these variables
were time intervals measured from passage over the
middle marker to activation of respective panel levers
by the pilot that indicate the pilot's response to the
missed-approach situation. Results obtained by the
research pilots and Cessna test pilot for several of
these time intervals are given in table 2. Because pi-
loting procedures affecting these variables were not
specified for the missed-approach task, the results
are not discussed and are included as additional task
information.
Several other parameters were also available for
the missed-approach runs. One was the minimum
altitude of the trajectory, which is a function of rate
of descent and the altitude existing at the middle
marker as well as pilot control inputs. An exami-
nation of all data runs showed that all trajectories
remained above an altitude of 100 ft except for one
run made by pilot Y in which the aircraft descended
to an altitude of 63 ft.
Data for three other parameters of interest are
given in the following table and are defined as follows:
H200IAS indicated airspeed in knots when
vehicle reacquires an altitude of 200 ft
THIO00 time from passage over middle marker
for vehicle to reach an altitude of 1000 ft
TPSI180 time from passage over middle marker
for vehicle to complete 180 ° turn to right
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Table2. Time-IntervalDataforMissed-ApproachRuns
Timedesignationsaredefinedasfollows:THDOTO,timefrommiddlemarker(MM)to zerorateofdescent(h = 0);]
TGEARUP, time from MM to lever activation for landing gear retraction; TFLAP20, time from MM to lever activation |
to retract flaps to 20°; TFLAPUP, time from MM to lever activation to retract flaps to 0° J
THDOTO, sec
Mean Data
value I s* points
7.5355 I 4.0245 7 I
5.5500 I 2.3752 10 ]
7.5310 I 3.4843 10 I
TGEARUP sec
Mean Data
value s* points
14.5914 3.2630 _ 7
15.0450 5.6373 10
21.1470 6.8570 10
Pilot a
Y
P
L
TFLAP20, sec
Mean Data
value ! s* [ points
6.7043 2.0576 I 7
16.6840 7.6757 ! 10
12.6310 5.8016 I 10
for pilot Y, flaps at 200"_r one nmaFor allpilots, runs omitted for flaps full up when lever first engaged;
two runs.
TFLAPUP, sec
Mean
value
21.2175
35.0986
36.2880
and _r pilot L, flaps at 20° _r
I
! Data
s* ! points
3.8444 4
6.5975 7
14.4286 6
Parameter
H200IAS, knots
TH1000, sec
TPSI180, sec
Data points !
i
One engine
Both engines failedoperating
Mean ] [ Mean I
value [ s" _ _l value ] s'
127. 2t 11.5 / 119. 3t 5.2 
29.97 I 6.5_ / 84"75 ] 12"7_
/ .....
To provide representative values for the missed-
approach maneuver, the data for all piloted runs
were combined into composite values for both engines
operating and one engine failed. The trends shown
in the table were evident in the results for each
individual pilot. An examination of the values in
the table show the expected difference due to the
presence of a failed engine. With both engines
operating, the average time to complete the turn was
only slightly longer than that required for a standard
rate turn of 3°/see. In the case of the failed engine,
runs occurred in which the 180 ° turn was completed
before the vehicle reached an altitude of 1000 ft.
These runs are the reason for the small difference
between the mean values for TH1000 and TPSI180.
Pilot Evaluations
Cooper-Harper ratings were provided by the two
research pilots at the completion of each run. A sin-
gle rating was given for all flights from run initiation
to the middle marker, and a separate rating was given
for the missed-approach maneuver. These results are
arranged in tabular form in figure 21 with the rat-
ings by the two pilots presented side by side for the
same test condition. As presented, a comparison of
ratings can also be made for the effect of winds and
engine out. Pilot comments were obtained after each
run and salient excerpts are included.
As shown in the tables, most ratings were either
a 4, 5, or 6. According to the handling-qualities
chart of figure 10 these ratings indicated that per-
formance was acceptable but that existing deficien-
cies warrant improvement. Several ratings of 7 also
appear in the table. These values were given by pi-
lot P and involved runs with a failed engine. In gen-
eral, pilot P provided average ratings for a given data
set having an additional one point degradation over
those given by pilot Y. At the completion of the test
program, pilot P commented that under optimum
weather conditions and with both engines operating,
the best rating that could be hoped for would be
a 3. One flight was made with both engines operat-
ing by pilot Y in which turbulence and winds were
eliminated, and pilot Y gave this flight a rating of 3.
Pilot Y commented after the flight that the presence
of turbulence had an influence on the ratings. Pilot P
also commented that he thought the aircraft was cer-
tifiable under the FAR's (Federal Air Regulations,
ref. 18).
Both research pilots indicated that the ratings
from 4 to 7 were primarily the effect of two fac-
tors. One factor was the predominant pitch cou-
pling with changes in power setting as a result of
the high location of the engines and tt_e other fac-
tor was low directional damping. The pilots com-
mented that when reducing power during descent,
the vehicle nose pitched up and when adding power
for leveling off or executing a missed approach, the
vehicle nose pitched down. The latter occurrence
was particularly disturbing during two-engine missed
approaches at IFR (instrument flight rules) mini-
mums. These vehicle responses are opposite of those
normally encountered for most aircraft. Because of
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theseresponses,thepilotsneededto watchboth the
vehicleattitudeand enginetorqueindicatorswhen
makingpowerchanges.Unfortunately,asmentioned
by the pilots, ttle layout of the instrument panel
did not facilitate this. Regarding the second fac-
tor, low directional damping, the pilots commented
that precisely maintaining a heading was difficult,
and this difficulty resulted in flying in an S-shaped
pattern across the final approach course for flight
down the glideslope. They further commented that
capturing a given heading from a standard rate turn
was also difficult. To improve the vehicle handling
qualities, they suggested that the flight control sys-
tem be augmented to eliminate pitch coupling with
power and that a yaw damper be added to improve
lateral-directional characteristics.
The Cessna test pilot indicated that he was not
experienced with using the handling-qualities chart
of figure 10. He was more concerned with the cer-
tifiability of the configuration under the FAR's and
ensuring suitable handling qualities for customer ac-
ceptance. Most of his comments, therefore, con-
cerned comparison hetween the simulator and the
actual test-bed aircraft. (See comparisons in appen-
dix A.) Nevertheless, he indicated that the simulator
provided a reasonably good representation of the air-
craft for the portion of the flight envelope examined
and that the configuration as tested was in the cer-
tifiable range. Increases in pitch and yaw damping,
reductions in pitch coupling with power, and con-
trol force reductions with flap deflection would be
desirable improvements.
The general aviation pilots, although not qual-
ified to rate handling qualities using the chart of
figure 10, provided comments similar to those of
the research pilots. Major criticism by- all three pi-
lots concerned pitch coupling with power and low
directional damping.
Supplemental Results
To examine what effect slower approach speeds
would have on the ILS task, pilots B and G made
runs in which the vehicle was trimmed at different
airspeeds at the initial condition position. These
ILS approaches were to be made at constant airspeed
with no turbulence and no winds to isolate the effect
of approach speed. Flights were initiated at trim in-
dicated airspeeds of 120, 110, 100, and 90 knots. At
the completion of the test runs, the pilots commented
that the lateral-directional handling characteristics
were poorer at ll0 knots than at 120 knots and they
degraded rapidly as airspeed was reduced. Longitu-
dinal handling characteristics also degraded as air-
speed was reduced. Figure 22 presents the rms data
for tracking error and control inputs for the two pi-
lots. Increasing rms values with decreasing airspeed,
particularly for the control deflections, corroborate
the comments provided by the pilots. One difficulty
mentioned by the pilots was tile difficulty in setting
the throttles. Delays in wqficle speed response follow-
ing a power adjustment at the slower speeds led to
overshoots when trying to achieve a desired setting.
Several flights were made with no winds and no
turbulence to examine the effect of longitudinal e.g.
location on task difficulty. Runs were made by
pilots B and G with the vehicle e.g. at a forward
location of 0.189_w and at a rearward location of
0.276_w. These locations corresponded to the most-
forward and most-rearward positions examined in the
ATPTB flight test program. Pilots felt the changes
in e.g. location for tile simulator runs were of less
significance than the changes in approach speed.
Summary of Results
A motion-base piloted simulation study has been
conductcd with the Langley Gcncral Aviation Sim-
ulator to examine the task performance and han-
dling qualities of an advanced twin-engine turboprop
business/conmmter aircraft configuration during both
an instrument landing system (ILS) approach and a
misscd-approach task. The simulation math model
was generated to approximate the characteristics of
the Cessna Aircraft Company's ATPTB (Advanced
Turboprop Test Bed). Comparison of sinmlation and
flight test data was used to establish validation. Sim-
ulation flights were made in the presence of varying
horizontal winds and with an engine-out condition.
All flights in the test program were conducted in the
presence of moderatc turbulence and with the mo-
tion basc active. Six pilots consisting of two rcscarch
pilots, a Cessna test pilot, and three general aviation
pilots participated in the investigation. Results of
the study arc as follows:
1. Comparisons of simulation results with flight test
data indicate the simulation was a valid represen-
tation of the Cessna ATPTB aircraft over a con-
siderablc portion of the aircraft flight envelope.
The differences that existed were far removed
from the region of flight used in the ILS and
missed-approach tasks of this study. The quali-
tative remarks of the company test pilot support
the quantitative results.
2. Successful ILS approaches and missed-approach
maneuvers were performed by each of the six test
pilots for the different wind and engine-out con-
ditions of the test program. Pilots commented on
the difficulty of the high-work-load task_ which
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wascompoundedby the presenceof pitchcou-
plingwith powerdue to the high engineloca-
tionrelativeto thevehicle'scenterof gravityand
by the configuration'slow directionaldamping.
Thesetwo factorsweredirectlyreflectedin tim
handling-qualityratingsof4 to 7givenbythere-
searchpilotsandwerethetwoitemssuggestedfor
improvement.Thevehiclewasconsideredto be
in thecertifiablerangeunderthepresentFederal
Air Regulations.
3. Flight trajectoriesbetweentheouterandmiddle
markershowthatmostverticalandlateralexcur-
sionsfrom the glideslopeenterlinewerewithin
the limits indicatedby the maximumglideslope
and localizerneedledeflections.For a portion
of most trajectories,however,excursionswere
recordedthat exceededthe one-halfmaximum
needledeflectionspecifiedas the desiredtask
targetlinfit.
4. Performancemeasureshowthe vast majority
of flights werepositionedvertically and later-
,
ally within the target cross section at the mid-
dle marker and were within the target velocity
bounds. The root mean square (rms) values down
the glideslope indicate larger rudder and aileron
deflections were experienced when an engine was
failed. The rms localizer tracking error was larger
for flights when the horizontal winds were present;
however, no difference due to winds was detected
in rms glideslope tracking error.
Different procedures were used by the six pilots
in executing the missed-approach portion of the
simulator flights and all flights were performed
successflflly. Minimum altitude during a missed
approach for all flights except one was above
100 ft. The time required to reach an altitude
of 1000 It. was increased by a factor of 3 for flights
involving a failed engine.
NASA Langley Research Center
ttampton, VA 23681-0001
September 30, 1993
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Appendix A
Simulation and Flight Test Results
Comparisonsof simulationand flight test data
weremadefor simulationvalidation.Theseresults
arcgivenin figures23to 43andin tablesA1andA2.
Includedamongtile comparisonswerethoseinvolv-
ingvehicleperformanceandvariousmeasuresof air-
craftflight characteristicsasdiscussedsubsequently.
Becausethesameflight testwasrepeatedat differ-
entairspeeds,altitudes,ande.g.locations,morethan
onecomparisonof a givenflight characteristicwas
made.Commentsof theCessnatestpilot comparing
variousaspectsof the simulationwith comparable
experienceon tile aircraftarepresentedto provide
addedinformationaddressingthe adequacyof tile
aircraftrepresentation.
Performance
Severalperformancemeasuresof the ATPTB
(AdvancedTurbopropTestBed)aircraftwerecalcu-
late¢tby the Cessna Aircraft Company using flight-
measured drag values and the Pratt and Whitney
Company cngine performance deck. Maximum true
airspeed and maximum rate of climb were calculated
at various altitudes with this information, and the
results are given in figure 23. Corresponding max-
imum values for the simulation were obtained for
trimmed flight at the various altitudes, and these re-
sults arc inchlded in figure 23 for comparison with
the estimated flight values. Agrecmexlt between the
curves is considered to be good. The differcncc in
airspeed at altitudes above 30000 ft may be partly
due to differences in tile atmospheric model used in
the calculations.
Longitudinal Characteristics
Static stability. Static longitudinal stability
data in the form of control-column force and elevator
deflection versus airspeed were available from a series
of aircraft flight tests in which factors such as cen-
ter of gravity (e.g.) location, trim speed, and flap
deflection werc varied. Some comparisons of sim-
ulator results with flight data are presented in fig-
ures 24 and 25. Use of parameters 5e - (_e,t, rim and
fc -- Pc,trim in the figures permit adjustment of the
data for differences in trim conditions. Longitudi-
nal trim in the aircraft produced zero column forcc.
For this condition, the elevator was deflected. In the
simulator, tile trim routine set tlle elevator deflection
to zero and adjusted horizontal-tail incidence. Elimi-
nating the trim values permits a more direct compar-
ison of the variation with speed. Figure 24 presents
tile data comparisons for the cruise configuration for
two different c.g. locations, and figure 25 presents tile
comparisons for tile landing configuration for three
different e.g. locations. The simulator and flight test
data on all five comparison figures appear to be in
reasonably good agreement. This agreement is par-
ticularly apparent for the elevator deflection data.
Measurements for the simulator column-force data
including both t.hc push and pull forces appear lin-
ear over the speed range. This linearity occurs be-
cause the vahles presented (to not contain the break-
out forces, which are input to the control system at
the computer-cockpit interface. The flight test data,
however, includes both breakout and friction forces.
The resulting displacement about the trim position is
readily apparent in figure 25. The data sets for both
cruise and landing configurations appear to provide
similar slopes and yield a force gradient with speed
of about 1 lb/6 knots.
Neutral point. Stick-fixed neutral points were
determined for the simulated vehicle in the cruise and
landing configurations to permit comparisons with
flight test results. Trim conditions for straight and
level flights wcrc established for a range of airspeeds
for each configuration with the vehicle c.g. positioned
at several different longitudinal locations. Figure 26
presents these results and establishes the neutral-
point location for each configuration. In tile com-
putcr program simulation, longitudinal trim was ob-
tained by adjusting horizontal-tail incidence while
holding zero elevator deflection. In flight, the air-
craft horizontal-tail incidence was held fixed once it
was initially set and the elevator deflection was ad-
justed to provide trim conditions. Either method can
be shown to provide the desired result. Figure 27
compares the simulator values as determined by fig-
ure 26(a) and 26(b) with those values determined
by Cessna from flight test measurements. Simulator
values from figure 26(b) are also used for comparison
in figure 27 for the flap-down and gear-up condition
because the landing gear as simulated provided no
contribution to longitudinal stability. The neutral-
point results of figure 27 are presented against lift
coefficient; this was the format used for the flight test
results. The comparisons show fair agreement. Some
differences between simulator and flight test results
can be traced to data reduction difficulties caused by
scat.tcr in the flight test measurements.
Maneuver stability. Comparisons of simulator
and flight test data for maneuver stability are given
in figure 28 for the cruise configuration and in fig-
ure 29 for the landing configuration. Measurements
of control-column force and elevator deflection versus
load factor are presented for each configuration. The
data were obtained from wind-up turns performed in
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both theleft.andrightdirections.Figures28and29
showthat reasonableagreementwasobtainedbe-
tweensimulatorandflightdata.Somedifferencesin
elevatordeflectionexistbetweensimulatorandflight
valuesat load factorsabove1.8. Excellentagree-
ment,however,wasobtainedat the lowerloadfac-
tors,andvaluesof elevatordeflectionsperg appear
nearly identical for tile sinmlator and aircraft in this
load factor range. An examination of the column-
force measurements shows that scatter exists in the
flight test data, particularly those values obtained for
the right turn for both cruise and landing configura-
tions. Values taken during the left turn appear to be
more consistent. As previously mentioned, tile simu-
lator values are the calculated computer inputs to the
cockpit hydraulic control loader, whereas the flight
data contained control-system friction and breakout
forces. Overall, the comparison is considered reason-
able because stick force per 9 is similar for the aircraft
and simulator in the load factor ranges between 1.2
05e
and 1.8. Values for the maneuver parameters N_- and
_n obtained from the simulation data are given in
the following table:
Configuration
Cruise
Landing
0_,
--_,_, deg/9
-4.50
6.75
1,1.50
13.40
Dynamic stability. A limited amount of dy-
namic stability data was obtained for the ATPTB
aircraft. Short-period data consisted of a few oscil-
latory traces taken fur both cruise and landing con-
figurations operating at an altitude around 15 000 ft
with the e.g. at a forward location (0.189_u,). The
aircraft short-period motion appeared damped for
all test cases with no evidence of persistent resid-
ual oscillations. No attempt to establish values of
frequency and damping ratio were undertaken due
to the small amplitude of the motion. Phugoid data
were not available at this altitude. Dynamic stability
data were obtained for the simulation with the math
model in conjunction with the computer program of
reference 19. Frequency and damping ratio values
were obtained for the cruise and landing configura-
tions operating at an altitude of 15000 ft because
most of the flight test data were obtained at this al-
titude. Calculations were made for several e.g. loca-
tions, including the most-forward and most-rearward
locations used in the flight tests. The results are pre-
sented in table A1. Both short-period and phugoid
data are provided. (The lateral characteristics listed
in the table are discussed subsequently.) An indi-
cation of the flying qualities of the simulated vehi-
cle is given in figures 30 and 31, which used the
charts taken from references 20 and 21. For the
altitude and airspeed used in the calculations, sat-
isfactory longitudinal flying qualities are predicted.
Similarly for tile phugoid motion, level 1 flying qual-
ities are predicted for all cases in that tile predicted
oscillations have periods considerably longer than
20 sec and damping ratios in excess of 0.04. Sev-
eral flight, records for the phugoid motion were ob-
tained with tile ATPTB aircraft flying at an altitude
of 35000 ft. Time-history traces constructed from
the flight records are presented in figure 32. Val-
ues for period and damping ratio evahmted from the
airspeed trace are listed in the figure. To provide a
comparison, calculations were made for the simula-
tion for comparable test conditions through use of tile
computer program of reference 19 and these results
are also provided in the figure. The frequency and
damping values obtained for simulation and flight are
in excellent agreement.
Trim change with thratst. A change in longi-
tudinal trim with thrust setting would be expected
because of the high engine location relative to the
center of gravity. A comparison of trim change with
application of power between flight test data and
simulator results is given in figure 33. The overall
increments in cohmm force and elevator deflection
between t = 10 see and t = 26 sec are in reasonable
agreement. The smooth traces shown for the sinm-
lator data are the direct result of using two test sub-
jects to perform the task. Tile pilot ill the right seat
operated the throttles to provide a smooth applica-
tion of power with time while the pilot in the left seat
flew straight and level while maintaining altitude.
Zero elevator deflection exists at t = 0 since the simu-
lated vehicle was longitudinally trimmed for straight
and level flight with horizontal-tail incidence. Differ-
ences in horizontal-tail trim setting could account for
part of the initial elevator differences shown.
Lateral-Directional Characteristics
Directional stability. Static directional stabil-
ity comparisons of simulation and flight test data are
presented for the cruise configqlration in figure 34(a)
and h)r tile landing configuration in figure 34(t)). Tile
data in both the simulator and aircraft were obtained
from piloted steady-heading sideslip runs. This pro-
cedure w_ used for the simulation to directly ob-
tain values for rudder pedal force at the completion
of a run. An examination of the figure indicates
good agreement exists between simulator and flight
results for rudder deflection with sideslip angle. The
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comparisonof rudderpedalforce,however,shows
that largerforceswereneededin thesimulationthan
in flight to producethe samesideslipangle.These
differences,althoughnotnoticeablefor smallsideslip
angles,wouhtbeparticularlyobviouswhentile pi-
lot triedto generatelargesideslipangles.Themajor
contributorto thesimulation'slargepedalforceswas
theomissionof theeffectof tile ruddertab in com-
putingthepedalforces.(SeeappendixD.) Improved
comparisonsin figures34(a)and34(b)wouldresult
if tile reductionsin the forcelevelsdue to the tab
wereincludedin the simulation.Tile effectof the
ruddertab wasincludedin the aerodynamicforces
andmomentsandthusprovidedthegoodagreement
shownforrudderdeflection.
Dynamic stability. Some flight tests were made
to evaluate the ATPTB Dutch roll characteristics for
both cruise and landing configurations for several
Mach numbers at altitudes up to 35000 ft. The
natural frequency and damping of the Dutch roll
motion were evaluated from traces of sideslip angle
versus time. A typical example of these data is given
in figure 35. Time-history traces for the same test
condition in the simulation are presented in figure 36.
The latter traces resulted from a pedal kick with
flfll rudder deflection. Some disturbances in the
longitudinal characteristics are apparent in the traces
for a short, time interval following the large rudder
input. Natural frequency and damping ratio values
were evaluated from flight and simulator traces with
the assumption that the motion was produced by
a second-order system and the results are given in
table A2. Also listed are frequency and damping
values evaluated from similar traces for the landing
configuration. An examination of the table shows the
results to be in reasonable agreement.
Additional values of Dutch roll characteristics for
the sinmlated vehicle are contained in table A1. As
mentioned previously, these values were obtained
with the computer program described in reference 19.
The tabulated frequency and damping-ratio values
show only small changes as a result of shifting the
e.g. from 0.189eu_ to 0.276cw. Of more interest arc
the magnitudes shown in the table. A comparison of
these values with values for the minimum frequency
and damping requirements given in reference 20 and
in reference 22 show that the natural frequencies are
ill the satisfactory range; however, tile damping-ratio
values are somewhat low. Figure 37 shows these val-
ues placed on the Dutch roll flying-qualities chart of
reference 20. Level 1 flying qualities are indicated for
tile cruise configuration. For tile landing configura-
tion, only level 2 flying qualities are indicated for all
three c.g. positions. Some improvement ill damping
ratio may be desirable for this configuration. The
results of the dynamic stability analysis given in t.a-
ble A1 also showed the spiral mode was slightly stable
with a large time constant. This result was obtained
for both cruise and landing configurations. Refer-
enee 20 indicates such values represent level 1 flying
qualities. Recall that for the spiral mode, level 1
flying qualities apply until the time to double ampli-
tude is less than 20 sec. All roll-mode time constants
given in the table are less than 1 sec, which indicates
level 1 flying qualities.
Engine out. Limited flight test data were ob-
tained with one engine inoperative and the pro-
peller feathered to establish the minimum engine-out
control speed for the ATPTB. During this process,
values for rudder deflection and pedal force were
recorded for a range of airspeeds. Figure 38 presents
a comparison of these flight test values with results
obtained from piloted runs in the sinmlator for the
landing configuration with the left engine out (pro-
peller feathered). The trend of increasing force and
deflection magnitudes shown for the simulator results
at the lower airspeeds was also observed in other
flight test data. In addition, the recorded measure-
ments for the simulator runs showed a rate of descent
from 5 to 10 ft/scc existed at all airspeeds. Undoubt-
edly, the presence of a descent rate is the reason simu-
la.tion airspeeds as low as 80 knots were obtained. As
noted in figure 38, bank angle for the flight test. data
points was about 5°. Sinmlation printouts showed
both ¢ and _ were of the order of 1° or less. Since
both data sets were from piloted runs, the compari-
son shown in figure 38 seems reasonable. Fignlre 39
presents further comparison of simulation data for
right engine failed. The corresponding flight data
were unavailable; thus, to provide a comparison, the
flight test data for the left engine failed (fig. 38)
were replotted in figure 39 with the signs reversed.
A comparison of simulation and flight test results
show good agreement for rudder deflection, but some
differences exist in pedal force. Recall t.hat sideslip
angle has a large influence on rudder deflection and
pedM force. Any difference in sideslip angle fl be-
tween flight and simulation could easily account for
the differences shown in figures 38 and 39.
Lateral stability. Static lateral stability of the
ATPTB aircraft and the present simulation is given
in figure 40, which presents a comparison of measured
data obtained from steady-heading sideslip maneu-
vers. Values of aileron deflection and wheel forces
are shown as a flmction of sideslip angle. The data
of figure 40(a) for both the simulation and aircraft
are for comparable conditions. The large discrepan-
cies between the two data sets of figure 40(a) is due
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notonlyto theequationsandvaluesusedin thesim-
ulatkmbut alsoto difficultiesin obtainingaccurate
flight measurements.Accurateflight valuesof wheel
forceandailerondeflectionarcdifficultto acquirefor
smallsurfacedeflectionsbecauseof the presenceof
breakoutandfriction forcesaswellascablestretch
existingin the aircraftcontrolsystem. The slope
of the curvesof 5a versus /3 (fig. 40(a)) shows that
the simulation has almost twice the magnitude as
the flight data. Unfortunately, tile total increment
of aileron deflection for the /3 range tested for the
flight data was only about 1°. In addition, the wheel
force data appear im_riant with sideslip angle. Con-
sequently, a second comparison was undertaken and
the results are presented in figure 40(b). For this
comparison, some differences exist in tile configura-
tions tested; however, both data sets were obtained
at altitude with the same e.g. location and reason-
ably comparable airspeeds. The slopes of the curves
of 5a versus/3 arc nearly the same, and the compar-
ison of wheel force data is much improved. (Note,
flap deflection affects aileron effectiveness in the re-
gion of the stall but has little influence at the angles
of attack corresponding to the listed flight speeds.)
Roll rate. To provide roll rate values for com-
parison with flight test data, simulation values were
obtained with the pilot conducting a bank-to-bank
rolling maneuver. The maneuver began by setting an
initial bank angle of _ 60 °. Aileron step inputs were
then input in the direction of reduced bank angle.
Wheel position was held constant until the motion
passed through zero roll angle. Data were recorded
when roll angle was zero. A number of runs were
made varying the size of the aileron input. Results
for roll rate, aileron deflection, and wheel force ob-
tained for the cruise and landing configurations are
compared with flight test measurements in figures 41
and 42. Each figure presents the results for a given pi-
lot. The comparisons presented in figures 41 and 42
show fair agreement between simulation and flight
data for roll rate versus aileron deflection and poor
agreement for the corresponding wheel force curves.
Some differences were anticipated in these compar-
isons because adjustments were made in the com-
puter program following the Cessna test pilot's ini-
tial exposure to the sinmlation. He commented that
wheel deflection was excessive and commanded too
little vehicle roll response. Adjustments were made
to the gain settings in the program until the Cessna
test pilot felt a reasonable resemblance between sim-
ulation and the ATBTB aircraft was achieved. Be-
cause of scheduling constraints, no fllrther compar-
ison checks were undertaken and the test program
was immediately initiated. Since the primary factors
affecting the pilot's judgment are wheel force and the
resulting roll response, typical cross plots of the data
for the landing configuration shown in figures 41(b)
and 42(b) are presented in figure 43. These results in-
dicate that the simulation produces less roll rate for
a given applied wheel force than that produced in
the aircraft. Slopes of the simulator data _ are 80
to 85 percent of the slopes shown for the ATPTB
aircraft. This difference could be partly due to the
manner in which the data were acquired. Neverthe-
less, differences of this magnitude would be difficult
for a pilot to detect.
Miscellaneous Characteristics
Lift-curve slopes. Figure 44 presents a com-
parison of flight test and simulator trim lift curves.
Results are presented for the flaps set at three dif-
ferent deflection angles. For all three cases, a slight
displacement exists between comparable curves; how-
ever, the lift-curve slopes are nearly the same. The
angle-of-attack vahms for the flight test data were
obtained from the pitch rate gyro while speed and
power measurements were being taken. The simula-
tion values were obtained for a 12 500-1b vehicle with
the e.g. at 0.25ew. Differences in e.g. locations can
account for part of the displacement between the trim
lift curves.
Stalls. Several lg stalls with wings level at
an altitude of about 10000 ft were attempted by
the Cessna test pilot with the simulated vehicle in
both the cruise and landing configurations. For both
configurations, the vehicle at the stall break pitch-
up as a result of the unstable break in the pitching-
moment data programmed in the simulation. This
result is directly opposite to that experienced in the
aircraft. Flight test data indicate a gentle pitch-down
occurs at the stall break. Apparently, modifications
to the simulation database at stall break are required
if the simulation is to duplicate the aircraft stall
motions.
Cessna Test Pilot Evaluation Comments
The Langley Advanced Turboprop Simulator was
evaluated during two simulator sessions. Approxi-
mately 17 ILS approaches were flown in the presence
of moderate turbulence with varying combinations of
wind shear, cross winds, and engine failures. In addi-
tion to the landing approaches, basic handling quali-
ties were evaluated at speeds up to about 230 knots at
low altitudes. The following comments compare the
flight simulator with the engineering test aircraft.
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1. Thepitch-downwith powerapplicationfor the
simulatorappearsto bealittle morepronounced
thanit is for theaircraft.
2. Thepitchchangewith flapcxtensionis accurate.
3. Thepitch trim ratc is accuratc,but the aircraft
hasaninitial lagdueto actuatorinertia. Quick
short-durationtrim inputsdonot providea trim
changein theaircraft.
4. Staticlongitudinalstabilityiswellsimulated.
5. Pitchresponseto a givenforceis accurate.The
aircraft requiresconsiderablymorecontroldis-
placementfora givenresponscascomparedwith
thesimulator.
6. The dynamicand static directionalstability is
wellsimulated.
7. Lateralcontrolforcegradientis steeperin the
aircraft.Thcaircraftfeclsasif it hasaspringwith
a preloadthat mustbe overcometo deflectthe
aileron.(Note:This is an illusionasthesystem
hasnosprings.)
8. Roll rateversuscontroldeflectionappearsto be
similar.
9. The simulatorhasmoreadverseyaw than tile
aircraft.
10.Theengine-outcharacteristicsarewellsimulated.
Rudderforceversusdeflectionandrudderpower
isgood.Trimability isaccurate.
11.Staticlateralstabilityin thelandingconfiguration
at lowspeedsisbetterin thesimulatorthan it is
in theaircraft.
12.An accuratecheckwasnot madeon climbper-
formance,but bothsingleengineandmultiengine
climbperformanceappearsto becloseto that of
theaircraft.
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TableA1. SimulationDynamicStabilityData
e.g.,percent
of C w
Ptmgoid
rad/see
Longitudinal
Short period
O.)n_
rad/sec ¢
Cruise configuration a
Dutch roll
0.)It
rad/sec (7
Lateral
Spiral
7"8,
see
Roll
'rT_
sec
18.9
25.0
27.6
0.1221
.1220
.1204
0.0742
.0725
.0716
3.586
3.260
3.110
0.3966 2.320 0.0889
.4296 2.265 .0864
.4475 2.241 .0853
Landing configuration b
300.2
242.3
223.0
0.2219
.2217
.2216
18.9
25.0
27.6
0.1721
.1732
.1738
0.1280
.1224
.1194
%Veight = 13000 lb
Altitude - 15000 fl_
Trim IAS = 180 knots
bVCeight = 13 000 lb
Altitude = 15 000 ft
Trim IAS = 140 knots
5I- =0.0 °
Landing gear up
aI = 35°
Landing gear down
2.627
2.396
2.290
0.4104
.4439
.4618
1.744
1.701
1.683
0.0473
.0425
.0404
57.51
53.51
51.91
0.2893
.2887
.2884
Tat)le A2. Flight and Simulator Dutch Roll Characteristics
Cruise
configuration
IAS, knots ............................. 190
h, ft ................................ 14 200
IV, lb ............................... 12 900
e.g., percent of Ow .......................... 27.6
_f, deg .............................. 0
Gear ............................... Up
Flight control free:
(Wn ............................... 0.116
co_, rad/sec ............................ 1.85
................................ 0.064
Simulator control fixed:
¢con ............................... 0.232
con, rad/sec ............................ 2.34
................................ 0.099
Landing
configuration
142
14 000
12 700
27.6
35
D own
0.132
1.57
0.084
0.112
1.73
0.065
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Appendix B
Engine-Propeller Math Model
Basic information on a single-turbine-engine and
propeller combination was supplied by the Cessna
Aircraft Company. Data tables for thrust, torque,
and tirol flow were provided as a function of four
variables: altitude (h), Mach number (M), power
setting (PS), and propeller rotational speed (rpm).
Data entries were provided for altitudes from sea
level to 43 000 ft, for Mach numbers up to 0.65 and
power settings from full throttle (PS = 2) to flight
idle (PS = 7). Data were linearly extrapolated in the
simulation to obtain values between flight idle and
power off (PS = 10). Only data sets at 1700 rpm
and 2000 rpm were provided. In the simulation,
the data were linearly interpolated for intermediate
rpm values. Data entries at 2000 rpm were used for
all rpm values exceeding 2000 rpm. Similarly, data
entries at 1700 rpm were used for all rpm values less
than 1700 rpm. Figure 45 is a sketch illustrating
this formulation for the thrust of a single-turbine-
engine and propeller combination operating at sea
level (h = 0) and a low Mach number (M = 0.1).
(Note, the negative thrust values were obtained for
the power-off condition (PS = 10) because of the
drag of the propeller.)
An engine-out condition for either engine could
be commanded from the main computer console at
any time during a simulated piloted flight. Once an
engine was failed, further computer inputs from pi-
lot operation of the cockpit engine controls for the
failed engine were bypassed. Block diagrams detail-
ing this process for a single-turbine-engine and pro-
peller combination are given in figure 46. When an
engine failure occurred, the torque, fuel flow, and
rpm readings were reduced to zero through use of
a first-order lag. Thrust output was reduced in a
somewhat similar manner except rather than zero,
the final thrust output acquired a negative value in-
dicating an increase in drag of the power unit. The
values used herein for CT,windmilling and CT, feathere d
were obtained from the drag data in reference 11 at
an angle of attack of 0 °. This latter modification to
the thrust block diagram was made to represent an
autofeather mode and was included because it was
believed a production aircraft would have this fea-
ture. Values of the three different time constants
used in the engine model for the present study are
given in figure 46. Tabulated values of thrust, torque,
and fuel flow are given in tables B1 and B2. For con-
ciseness, the data sets have been linfited to the pa-
rameter ranges used in the present ILS approach and
go-around study. The flfll range of values, however,
was programmed and available in the simulation.
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TableB1. Single-EngineThrust,Torque,andFuelFlowValuesfor 1700rpm
PS
2
3 0 2144.90
10K. 1847.20
_'4 O- 12144.90
!0KI_ 84720
--5 0 [ 2144.90
10K [ 1847.20
6 0 t1942.10
10K I 1649.50
7 0 1385.20
_1o 
__ Thrust, lb, at
h, fttM=0.1 M= M=0.3
O _] 2144.90 1152.20
10K I 1847.20 1172.00
1117.20
1020.60
773.80
757.30
1152.207 0
! 1152.20
1172.00
1152.20
1172.00
Torque, ft-lb, at.--
AI = 0.1
2364.00
2364.00
2364.00
2364.00
2364.00
2364.00
2364.00
2326.80
2015.30
1843.90
1289.80
1318.10
M = 0.2
2364.00
2364.00
2364.00
2364.00
2364.00
2364.00
2364.00
2364.00
2109.70
1901.10
1386.60
1378.20
Fuel flow, lb/sec, at -
M=0.3 M=0.1
2363.90 530.20
2364.10 467.50
2363.90 530.20
2364.10 467.50
2363.90 530.20
2364.10 467.50
2363.90 530.20
2364.10 462.40
2292.00 482.30
2035.70 394.90
1590.50 388.20
1496.10 322.40
M=0.2 M-0.3
530.40 519.00
465.80 457.00
530.40 519.00
465.80 457.00
530.40 519.00
465.80 457.00
530.40 519.00
465.80 457.00
495.00 509.30
403.10 412.50
400.70 418.50
330.60 339.20
Table B2. Single-Engine Thrust, Torque, and Fuel Flow Values for 2000 rpm
i
PS
2
1
i 3
i
I
I
L__
4
5
!
6
i
7
h, ft
0
10K
0
10K
0
10K
0
10K
0
10K
0 i
10K [
Thrust, lb, at -
M=0.1 M=0.2
2542.10 1834.10
2292.10 t806A0
2542.10 1834.10
2292.10 1806.40
M = 0.3
1339.40
1381.50
1339.40
1381.50
2542.10 1834.10 1339.40
2292.10 1806.40 1381.50
2466.80 1819.50 1339.40
2039.50 1563.70 1249.20
1869.90 1330.10
1702.80 1255.20
1111.80 762.60
1244.10 883.30
2363.40
2363.50
2262.60
1941.30
1046.20 1598.70
991.00 1509.30
648.80 922.60
690.60 1027.50
Torque, _-lb,
M=0.1/_ M=0.2
2363.402363.50
23 3:502363.50
2363.402363.50
2363.502363.50
2363.50
2363.50
2343.60
1997.50
1684.60
1561.40
1011.30
1082.90
at -
M = 0.3 M = 0.1
2363.50 598.30
2363.50 533.20
2363.50
2363.50
2363.50
2363.50
2363.50
2126.20
1852.30
1679.90
1202.00
1189.90
598.30
533.20
598.30
533.20
582.50
462.40
482.30
394.90
388.20
322.40
Fuel flow, lb/sec, at. -
M=0.2 M=0.3
598.80 585.80
530.10 521.90
598.80 585.80
530.10 521.90
598.80 585.80
530.10 521.90
595.60 585.80
469.50 481.90
495.00 509.30
403.10 412.50
400.70 418.50
330.60 339.20
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Appendix C
Equations of Motion and Aerodynamic Math Model
Theequationsusedto describethemotionof theairplanearenonlinear,six-degree-of-freedom,rigid-body
equationsreferencedto thebody-fixedsystemof axesshownin figure1. Theequationsareasfollows:
Forces:
FX,b
h = rv - qw - gsinO + --
m
i, = pw - ru + g cos 0 sin ¢ + FY'b
m.
Moments:
iv = qu - pv + g cos 0 cos _b+ --
fZ,b
m
Iy Ixz Lb]9-- - IZqr + (÷ + pq) + --
Ix --_X Ix
0 - Iz - IXp r + IXz Mb
Ii_ -]_-y (r2 - P2) + Ig
Ip, LE _. Ip, RE 27rrnR E
z rr cE + Iy
Ip, LE _ [P, RE 27rqnR E
--_-Z zrcqn gE IZ
÷ _ Ix - Iy Ixz N_
I-----z--pq + _ (_ - qr) + _ +
The force and moment terms FX, b, Fy, b, FZ, b, L b, M b, and N b are a combination of aerodynamic and thrust
effects. The term in the // and _ equations containing [P, LE and [P, RE are gyroscopic terms involving a
combination of the propeller, gear-box, and engine rotating components. (The engines are identical and rotate
in the same direction; the propellers rotate in opposite directions.) Auxiliary equations include
O_ _ _loan -1
?_/
fl = sin-1 v
V
V = _/u 2 + v 2 + w 2
az = -qu + pt, -- geosOcos 0 + iv
In calculating the external forces, use was made of wind tunnel measurements obtained in the stability-axis
system. The following transformation
Fy, |
Fx,t,J
0 1 0 Fy, s|
sin a 0 cos c_ FZ, s J
provides the forces for the equations of inotion. The subscript s signifies the stability-axis system. In addition,
coefficients, rather than forces and moments, were used in the following equations:
Fx,s = -CD, sq_cSu
Fy,,_ = Cy, sqoc Sw
FZ, s = -CL,sq_cSw
L b = Cl,bq_cSwb
ill b = Cm,bq_Sw_w
Nb = Cn,bq_cSwb
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Finally,eachof thesixaerodynamiccoefficientsforcalculationpurposeswasdividedintotwopartsasfollows:
6 D _.¢1 I f=- CD,st + CD,dyn
eL, s C ' C != L,st -1- L,dyn
!
Cl, b : Cllst + C/,dyn
Gin, b C I= re,st + Cm,dyn
C ! !Cn,b = 7!,st -1 Cn,dyn
where the subscript st refers to static and dyn refers to dynamic. The static and dynamic designations are used
to facilitate transferring the data to different center-of-gravity locations. Tile transfer equations only permit
e.g. movement fore and aft along tile longitudinal body axis and were obtained from reference 23. To transfer
the static terms, the following equations apply:
!
CL,st = CL,st
!
C D ,st = C D,st
Ag. A2.
C t , -- cos ct - CD,st _ sin a
re,st= Cm,st - CL stCw cw
!
Clots t : Cy, st
C' A_
n,st = Cn,st -- b_-wVEst
C !/,st = Cl,st
where A_ is the distance of the new c.g. along the body X B axis forward (positive) of the 0.25_.w position.
To transfer the dynamic terms, each individual component comprising the dynamic term must be transferred
individually. The transfer equations are listed with each individual term.
Each of the static and dynamic terms consists of the summation of several individual elements. The math
model uses tables of aerodynamic coefficients and stability derivatives as functions of either one or two variables
usually angle of attack c_ and thrust coefficient CT. In some situations at low forward speed, CT can exceed
the maximum value listed in aerodynamic tables. Therefore, prior to data table entry the @ value was limited
to the maximum tabulated.
To permit examining the engine-out conditions with either a failed left or right engine, most static terms
contain a direct thrust input for each engine. The corresponding power-induced aerodynamic contributions
were designated through the use of subscripts LE and RE (left engine and right engine, respectively). The
subscript NE designates the basic data values for no engine operating and propellers removed. Thus, for the
situation of a failed engine and feathered propeller, negative values of CT are obtained. Aerodynamic power-
induced effects were not included in the dynamic terms because of the unreliability of such estimates. Since
Math numbers up to 0.6 have been experienced in flight tests of the ATPTB aircraft, a first-order Prandtl-
Glauert compressibility factor (B = viii- ?,4 ) was included in the math model. This factor was used to modify
certain static and dynamic terms. An option was provided in the program to permit the console operator to
either include or eliminate this factor.
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Thevariouselementscomprisingeachof tile staticanddynamictermsarepresentedontile followingpages.
Theexpressionforeachof thesixstaticcoefficientshasacoefficientwith thesubscript0. Fortheseterms,the
sideslipanglefl is 0° asareall controlsurfacedeflections;that is,
In addition,tile speedbrakeandlandinggearareretracted(@B= 6LG = 0) and the vehicle is located out of
ground effect.
In the summation of terms in the static coefficients for lift, drag, and pitching moments, incremental terms
are used to adjust the values for the effect of sideslip. The incremental corrections were obtained simply by
subtracting low-speed wind tunnel propeller-off values at zero sideslip from those at sideslip for the model
configuration with zero control and flap deflection. These values are tabulated as function of (_ for _ = 0°,
¢/= -t-10 °, and/_ = +20 °. Tile incremental scheme was used since most of the wind tunnel data for tile other
terms, such as the contributions due to elevator deflection and flap deflection, were obtained at zero sideslip.
Thus, the sideslip effect, which couples the lateral motion with the longitudinal equations, is only approximate.
Nevertheless, although inexact, the scheme is believed to provide a large part of the coupling effect. Power-off
coupling terms Cy, NE , CI,NE , Cn,NE, as flulctions of ct were included in the side-force, rolling-moment, and
yawing-moment equations to provide initial departure forces and moments at high angle of attack near the
stall. For this particular study, since stall departure was not of interest, all three parameters were set to zero.
Note that the drag coefficient CD, s referred to herein as the drag coefficient along the stability axis was
used for convenience in fitting this math model into the existing general aviation simulation program.
Data tables providing numerical values for the individual aerodynamics terms and stability derivatives
comprising the three forces and three moments are provided in tables C1 to C6. Constant values were used for
some aerodynamic terms appearing in the equations. For convenience, these values are listed as follows:
CD% c = 0.0120
CD_sB = 0.0187
(CDq) NE = 0
Cv,x = o
C,_,N Z = 0
CI,NE = 0
C_,.,t_b = 0.000111
Cn_r,ta b : -0.00045
Cl_r,t_b --- 0.00016
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Lift:
where
where
CL,st = CLo q- (CT, LE q- CT, RE ) sin(_ + CLo 6e + CLiti t -[- CL5f6 f q- _.__CL, fl + ACL,GECL,
CL o = BCL,NE + ACL,LE + ACL,RE
CLit = B (CLit)NE+ (ACLit)LE+ (ACLit)RE
\ f ] NE \ "I] LE RE
Clq = CLo + CL,_f 6f
C{,,ty n C ' qC.u'. C' d?_w
= Lq_p-+ L,., 2V
C'
"Lq = BCLq + 9-AJ:CL_
C(I}
Ct,., = B (CL,.,)NZ
C_, = CL_
Drag:
CD,st = ('Do + ((77,I,E + CT,RE ) cos_ + CD_e6e + CD,t it + ACD,6 f + CD_r I6r[ + ACD,d + CDet.( ?LG + ACI),GECLI + CD_,.S.,b5't3
where
where
CDo = BCD,NE + ACD,LE + ACD,RE
Q, :. + +
, ,_ qc,t, &Cw
CD,dy n = t_Dq _ -t- CD 6 2V
CDq = t_ (CDq) NE
CDa = B (CD,,)NE
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Pitchingmomcnt:
C,. st = C,.o + (CT I.E + CT he) z e + C,._ 6,, + C,,,,t it + Cm_i 6f + ACm,fl + Cm_L G 6LG + ACm,GECLI + Cm_sB 6SB
where
Cmo = BCm,NE + ACm,LE + ACre, RE
mq_- +
where
AXc 2Ax- (AY) 2C_n q : Cmq - 7Cw Lq + __Omacw -- 2 _ CLo
AS: C
C' = Cm,_ : L,'_
Cmd = B (Cm6)NE
C.,,_ = B ( C.,..,) x E
Yawing moment:
Ye
Cn,st = Cn o -}- (CT, LE 4- CT, RE ) _ -t- Cn_3fJ J- C,,_rSr -b Cn,5,,,LS,_,L + Cn_,,,RSa,R J- Cn_,.jabSr,tab
whcrc
Cn 0
c._,, x = -_ x E
1(C._ 5
Cn_a R : B \ ,,,RINE
I rbu,
c' =c' Pbw+c.,._
n,dyn _ np 2V
= BCn,NE + AC.,LE + AC_,RE
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where
nT \ bw ] CYz
Cnr : B (Cnr)NE
C I = Cnp Ay:
._ - _ Cy,,
1
Cn, = _ (C,,,,)N E
Rolling moment:
where
where
Cl,st = CIo 4-- el;] _ 4- Cl#r_r 4- Cl6a,L_a, L 4- CI6,,,R6a, R 4- Cl#r,tabSr,ta b
Clo = BC1,NE + ACI,LE (I + _5o) + ACI,RE (I + _5o )
C I t pbw C I rbw
_,,ty, = G, 79- + l_Tg
C !
lp : Clp
Clp = " (CIp) NE
C _ 2 A:r Ct
lr : Clr _ "fl
1
G = _ (G)Nz
3O
Side force:
where
where
Cr, st = CYo + CY/3fl + CYOr6.r -+- Cy6a,L_a,L -_ CY_a,R6a,R + CY6r,tab_r,tab
Cy o = BCy, NE + ACy, LE + ACy, RE
t I pbw t rbw
Cy,dyn= C_,_V + CYr_V
!
Czp = c 5,
Cz_ = B (Cyp) NE
2Ax
C_r= Cy_ _ Cy_
Cy_ = B (CY_) NE
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ACL,LE, ACL,RE
CL,NE
Table C1. Lift-Coefficient Data
CL,NE
0.6t77
-0.2142
0.1958
0.5952
0.9793
1.3277
1.4602
1.5927
0.819l
0,8322
0.8653
0,8982
0,9310
Cy,
(-0.00710 0.00000 0.03540 0.20140)
8.00000 0.00004 0.00000 -0.00014 0.00002
4.00000 -0.00003 0.00000 -0.00004 (1.00004
0.00000 0.00005 0.00000 0.00007 0.00001
4.00000 -0,00004 0.00009 0,00013 0.00003
8,00000 0.00003 0.00000 -0.00015 0.00027
12.00000 0.00035 0.00000 -0.00041 0.00065
14.00000 --0.00048 0.00000 0.00006 0.00121
16.00000 0.00039 0.00000 0.00057 0.00257
20.00000 -0.00067 0.00000 0.00189 0.00434
24.00000 -0.00006 0.00000 0.00085 0.00350
28.00000 0.00012 0.00000 0.00074 0.00277
32.00000 0.00030 0.00000 0.00063 0.00253
36.00000 0.00047 0.00000 0.00052 0.00228
-8.0000
4.0000
0.0000
4.0000
8.0000
12.0000
14.0000
16.0000
20.0000
24.0000
28.0000
32.0000
36.0000
a (-0.00710 0.00000 0.03540 0.20140)
-8.00000 -0.00614 0.00000 -0.00172 -0.01842
-4.00000 0.00240 0.00000 0.00357 0.00407
0.00000 0.00043 0.00000 0.00658 0.03073
4,00000 0.00090 0.00000 0.00694 0.02336
8.00000 0.00286 0.00000 0.00645 0.03235
12.00000 0.00211 0.00000 0.00577 0.03426
1,1.00000 0.00164 0.00000 0.00636 0.(}3426
16.00000 0.00575 0.0000O 0.00636 0.03426
20.00000 0.00990 0.00000 0.10387 0.26600
24.00000 0.00578 0.00000 0,11950 0.28713
28.00000 0.00219 0.00000 0.11024 0.25893
32.00000 0.00018 0.00000 0.09766 0.22656
36.00000 0.00183 0.00000 0.08519 0.19484
Table C1. Continued
(_
-8.0000
-4.0000
0.0000
4.0000
8.0000
12.0000
14.0000
16.0000
20.0000
24.0000
28.0000
32.0000
36.0000
( CI'a' )NE
0.0071
0.0073
0.0075
0.0074
0.0074
0.0075
0.0069
0.0048
0.0025
0.0020
0.0009
-0.0003
-0.0014
("_CI,,t ) LE ' (_CI,,t ) RE
c_ ( 0.00710
- 8.00000 0.00008
,1.00000 0.000 l 2
0.00000 0,00008
4.00000 0.00008
8.00000 0.000l 2
12.00000 0.00006
14.00000 0.00003
16.00000 -0.00042
20.00000 -0.00047
24.00000 -0.00033
28.00000 -0.00033
32.00000 -0.00032
36.00000 -0.00032
(CLi_).,, E
c_ (CLit)/V E
8,0000 0.0104
-4.0000 0.0126
0.0000 0.0135
4.0000 0.0136
8.0000 0.0133
12.0000 0.0127
14.0000 0.0124
16.0000 0.0097
20.0000 0.0019
24.0000 0.0022
28.0000 0.0020
32.0000 0.00 l 7
36.0000 0.0014
CT
0.00000 0.035,[0 0.20140)
0.00000 0.00030 -0.00068
0.00000 0.00047 -0.00056
0.00000 0.00030 -0.00078
0.00000 -0.00032 -0.00094
0.00000 -0.00048 -0.00069
0.00000 -0.00024 --0.00030
0.00000 0.00014 -0.00015
0.00000 0.00167 0.00103
0,00000 0.00190 0.00396
0.00000 0.00131 0.00338
0.00000 0.00131 0.00319
0.00000 0.00130 0.00314
0.00000 0.00128 0.00324
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-8.00000
4,00000
0.00000
4.00000
8.00000
12.00000
14.00000
16,00000
20.00000
24.00000
28,00000
32,00000
36,00000
(CL_I)NE
o
8.0000
-4.0000
0.0000
4.0000
8,0000
12.0000
14.0000
16.0000
20.0000
24.0000
28.0000
32.0000
36.0000
ACL,fl
Table CI. Continued
@
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a (-20.00000 -10.00000 0.00000 10.00000 20.00000)
-8.00000 0.01200 0.00500 0.00000 8.00500 0.01200
-4.00000 0.00550 0.00200 0.00000 0.00200 0.00550
0.00000 -0.00600 -0.00200 0.00000 -0.00200 -0.00600
4.00000 0.01800 -0.00600 0.00000 -0.00600 -0.01800
8.00000 -0.03000 -0.01000 0.00000 -0.01000 -0.03000
12.00000 -0.04200 -0.01400 0.00000 -0.01400 -0,0,1200
14.00000 -0.04050 0.01350 0.00000 -0.01350 --0,04050
16.00000 -0,03600 -0.01200 0.00000 -0.01200 -0.03600
20.00000 -0.02700 0.00900 0.00000 -0.00900 -0.02700
24.00000 -0.01800 -0.00600 0.00000 -0.00600 -0.01800
28.00000 -0.00900 0.00300 0.00000 0.00300 0.00900
32,00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
36.00000 0,00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
CLef) NE
0.0169
0.0176
0.0177
0.0178
0.0182
0.0181
0.0158
0.0140
0.0080
0.0066
0.0061
0.0060
0.0059
-0.00710 0.00000 0.03540 0.20140)
0.00003 0.00000 -0.00010 0.00004
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00007
0.00001 0.00000 -0.00003 0.00006
0.00001 0.00000 -0.00005 -0.00006
-0.00002 0.00000 0.00009 0.00001
0,00001 0.00000 -0.00004 0.00005
0.00054 0.00000 0.00217 -0.00168
0.00000 0.00000 0.00002 0.00007
-0.00025 0.00000 0.00099 0,00192
0.00017 0.00000 0.00066 0.00117
-0.00007 0.00000 0.00028 0.00074
-0.00004 0.00000 0.00014 0.00051
-0.00002 0.00000 0.00008 0.00026
ACL GE
Height
0.00000
10.00000
20.00000
30.00000
40.00000
50.00000
75.00000
100.00000
125.00000
CLq)NE
-8.0000
-4,0000
0.0000
4.0000
8.0000
12.0000
14,0000
16.0000
20.0000
24.0000
28.0000
32.0000
36.0000
(CL6) NE
-8.0000
-4.0000
0.0000
4.0000
8.0000
12.0000
14.0000
16.0000
20.0000
24.0000
28.0000
32.0000
36.0000
(0.00000
0.15000
0.04000
0.01500
0.00600
0.00200
0.00050
0,00000
0.00000
0.00000
CLq) NE
8.0000
8.0000
8.0000
8.0000
8.0000
8.0000
7.6700
7.3400
6.6800
6.0200
5.3600
4.7000
4,0400
(CL_*) NE
1.3440
1.3440
1.3440
1.3440
1.3440
1.3440
1.3440
1.3440
1.3440
1.3440
1.3440
1.3440
1.3440
Flaps
20.00000
0.15000
0.06000
0.02600
0.01000
0.00400
0.00100
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
Table C1. Concluded
35.00000)
0.10000
0.03400
0.01250
0.00500
0.00150
0.00020
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
CL a
8.0000
-4.00O0
0.0000
400O0
8.0000
12.0000
14.0000
CLa
5.6211
5.0211
5.6211
5.6211
5.6211
5.6211
5.6211
35
36
ACD,LE, ACD,RE
CD,NK
ACD&
Table C2. Drag-Coefficient Data
C, 1 ,
CT
o (-0.00710 0.00000 0.03540 0.20140)
-8.00000 -0.00003 0.00000 0.00014 -0.00073
4.00000 -0.00002 0.00000 -0.00025 0.00068
0.00000 -0.00006 0.00000 -0.00032 0.00062
4.00000 -0.00002 0.00000 0.00019 -0.00052
8.00000 -0.00001 0.00000 -0.00021 0.00032
12.00000 0.00006 0.00000 -0.00021 -0.00026
1.1.00000 -0.00004 0.00000 0.00022 -0.00012
16.00000 0.00001 0.00000 - 0.00009 0.00025
20.00000 0.00006 0.00000 0.00018 0.00122
24.00000 -0.00016 0.00000 0.00026 0.00141
28.00000 0.00012 0.00000 0.00001 0.00134
32.00000 -0.00009 0.00000 0.00007 0.00094
36.00000 --0.00005 0.00000 0.00005 0.00069
CD,NE
-8.0000 0.0532
4.0000 0.0325
0.0000 0.0252
4.0000 0.0331
8.0000 0.0556
12.0000 0.0909
14.0000 0.1233
16.0000 0.2300
20.0000 0.3513
24.0000 0.4206
28.0000 0.5198
32.0000 0.6189
36.0000 0.7180
(-0.00710 0.00000 0.03540 0.20140)
-8.00000 0.00488 0.00000 -0.00153 0.02103
4.00000 0.00,168 0.00000 0.00007 0.01435
0.00000 0.00431 0.00000 0.00431 0.00875
4.00000 0.00386 0.00000 0.00775 0.00017
8.00000 0.00416 0.00000 0.01125 -0.00333
12.00000 0.00462 0.00000 0.01319 -0.00445
14.00000 0.00098 0.00000 0.01121 -0.00872
16.00000 -0.00308 0.00000 -0.01523 -0.00704
20.00000 -0.00083 0.00000 0.00711 0.02147
24.00000 0.00219 0.00000 0.01552 0.03639
28.00000 0.00519 0.00000 0.00384 0.02473
32.00000 - 0.01049 0.00000 -0.00895 0.00313
36.00000 -0.01574 0.00000 -0.02186 0.00365
Table C2. Continued
8.0000
4.0000
0.0000
4.0000
8.0000
12.0000
14.0000
16.0000
20.0000
24.0000
28.0000
32.0000
36.0000
( CD_' ) NE
0.0007
0.0003
0.0000
0.0003
0.0006
0.0011
0.0012
0.0012
0.0010
0.0009
0.0008
0.0006
0.0005
a (-0.00710
-8.00000 -0.00001
-4.00000 0.00002
0.00000 0.00001
4.00000 0.00005
8.00000 0.0(1002
12.00000 0.00003
14.00000 0.00008
16.00000 0.00006
20.00000 -0.00015
24.00000 0.00013
28.00000 -0.00012
32.00000 - 0.00012
36.00000 0.00011
(CD't)?¢E
o (CD,¢).V E
-8.0000 0.0032
-4.0000 -0.0021
0.0000 0.0009
4.0000 0.0001
8.0000 0.0007
12.0000 0.0015
14.00(10 0.0025
16.0000 0.0023
20.0000 0.0022
24.0000 0.0016
28.0000 0.0013
32.0000 0.0010
36.0000 0.0006
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
cr
0.03540
0.00003
0.00009
0.00004
-0.00019
0.00008
-0.00011
-0.00032
-0.00025
0.00060
0.00051
0.00050
0.00047
0.00045
0.20140)
0.00000
0.00014
0.00005
0.00004
0.00014
0.00031
0.00017
0.00077
0.00162
0.00243
0.00208
0.00176
0.00143
37
38
ACD,5$
ACD,3
Table C2. Continued
Flap dcflection, deg
o (0.000 6.000 12.000 18.000 24.000
-8.00000 0.00000 0.00596 -0.00758 -0.00486 0.00220
-4.00000 0.00000 0.00130 0.00147 0.00832 0.01923
0.00000 0.00000 0.00322 0.01007 0.02056 0.03469
4.00000 0.00000 0.00824 0.01953 0.03388 0.05128
8.00000 0.00000 0.01250 0.02753 0.04508 0.06516
12.00000 0.00000 0.01566 0.03365 0.05399 0.07667
14.00000 0.00000 0.01908 0.03909 0.06003 0.08189
16.00000 0.00000 0.01374 0.03182 0.05425 0.08102
20.00000 0.00000 0.02859 0.05731 0.08613 0.11508
24.00000 0.00000 0.03314 0.06496 0.09545 0.12462
28.00000 0.00000 0.03516 0.06891 0.10125 O13217
32.00000 0.00000 0.02315 0.04903 0.07764 0.10897
36.00000 0.00000 0.01015 0.02741 0.05178 0.08328
3
o (-20.00000 -10.00000 0.00000 10.00000 20.00000)
-8.00000 0.01800 -0.00600 0.00000 0.00600 -0.01800
4.00000 -0.01800 -0.00600 0.00000 -0.00600 -0.01800
0.00000 -0.01800 -0.00600 0.00000 -0.00600 -0.01800
4.00000 -0.01800 -0.00600 0.00000 0.00600 -0.01800
8.00000 0.01800 -0.00600 0.00000 -0.00600 0.01800
12.00000 -0.01800 0.00600 0.00000 -0.00600 -0.01800
14.00000 -0.01800 -0.00600 0.00000 0.00600 -0.01800
16.00000 -0.01500 -0.00500 0.00000 0.00500 -0.01500
20.00000 -0.01200 -0.00400 0.00000 -0.00400 -0.01200
24.00000 -0.01200 -0.00400 0.00000 -0.00400 -0.01200
28.00000 -0.01200 -0.00400 0.00000 0.00400 -0.01200
32.00000 0.01200 -0.00400 0.00000 -0.00400 -0.01200
36.00000 -0.01200 -0.00400 0.00000 -0.00400 -0.01200
c_
(-0.00710 0.00000 0.03540 0.20140)
-8.00000 -0.00004 0.00000 0.00004 0.00035
-4.00000 -0.00006 0.00000 0.00006 0.00033
0.00000 -0.0000,1 0.00000 0.00004 0.00040
4.00000 -0.00004 0.00000 0.00004 0.00050
8.00000 -0.00002 0.00000 0.00002 0.00049
12.00000 -0.00010 0.00000 0.00010 0.00047
14.00000 -0.00002 0.00000 0.00002 0.00042
16.00000 -0.00008 0.00000 0.00008 0,00039
20.00000 -0.00002 0.00000 0.00002 0.00024
24.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00021
28.00000 -0,00004 0.00000 0.00004 0,00031
32.00000 -0.00008 0.00000 0.00008 0.00040
36.00000 -0.00011 0.00000 0 00011 0.00049
29.000
0.01141
0.03143
0.04924
0.06811
0.08382
0.09735
0.I0082
0.10665
0.13929
0.14791
0.15685
0.13716
0.11495
35.000)
0.02643
0.04980
0.07004
0.09111
0.10853
0.12432
0.12438
0.14138
0.16845
0.17464
0.18518
0.17349
0.15949
CDbr ) N E
--8.0000
--4.0000
0.0000
42000
8.0000
12.0000
14.0000
16.0000
20.0000
24.0000
28.0000
32.0000
36.0000
( CD_r ) NE
0.0007
0.0007
0.0006
0.0004
0.0005
0.0004
0.0004
0.0004
0.0003
0.0002
-0.0001
0.0003
-0.0006
Table C2. Concluded
ACD,GE
lteight
0.00000
10.00000
20.00000
30.00000
40.00000
50.00000
75.00000
100.00000
125.00000
(0.00000
0.01300
0.01250
0.01000
0.00700
0.00300
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
Flaps
20.00000
0.01300
0.01300
0.01250
0.00850
0.00400
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
35.00000)
0.01300
0.01350
-0.01400
-0.01600
-0.01600
-0,01250
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
( AC D,_) NE
8.0000
-4.0000
0.0000
4.0000
8.0000
12.0000
14.0000
16.0000
20.0000
24.0000
28.0000
32.0000
36.0000
q)NEAC D
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
O.O000
0.0000
ACDo) NE
8.0000
-4.0000
0.0000
4.0000
8.0000
12.0000
14.0000
16.0000
20.0000
24.0000
28.0000
32.0000
36.0000
(ACD,i)N E
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
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ACm,LE, ACm,p,E
(?m ,N E
Table C3. Pitching-Moment Data
(-77'
a (--0.00710 0.00000 0.03540 0.201-i0)
--8.00000 0.01016 0,00000 0.00486 0.00669
4.00000 0.01051 0.00000 0.00721 0.00904
0.00000 0.00773 0.00000 0.00843 0.01676
4.00000 0.00677 0.00000 0.01047 0.02030
8.00000 0.00620 0.00000 0.01296 0.00271
12.00000 0.00637 0.00000 0.01457 0.07560
14.00000 0.00955 0.00000 0.01475 0.09292
16.00000 0.01704 0.00000 0.02876 0.08793
20.00000 0.00737 0.00000 0.08943 0.20760
24.00000 0,01335 0.00000 0.09745 0.28112
28,00000 0,00154 0.00000 -0.07926 0.24693
32.00000 0,01868 0.00000 0.05948 -0.21815
36.00000 0.03888 0.00000 0.03968 0.26935
8.0000
,1.0000
0.0000
4.0000
8.0000
12.0000
1-1.0000
16.0000
20.0000
2,1.0000
28,0000
32.0000
36,0000
C_I_,NE
0.2849
0.1762
0.07t8
0.0293
0.1303
0.2285
0.2779
0.3000
0.2685
0.1555
0.0708
0.0136
0.0980
CT
( 0.00710 0.00000 0.03540 0.20140)
8.00000 0.00020 0.00000 0.00022 0,00016
4.00000 0.00026 0,00000 0.00020 0.00006
0.00000 0.00047 0.00000 0.00032 0,00007
4.00000 0.00042 0.00000 0.00026 0.00000
8.00000 0.00042 0.00000 0.00030 -0.00009
12,00000 0.00055 0.00000 0.00020 0.00033
14.00000 0.00075 0.00000 0.00008 0.00064
16.00000 0.00135 0.00000 0.00122 0.00393
20.00000 0.00099 0.00000 0.00457 -0.01107
24.00000 0.00066 0.00000 --0.00263 -0.01050
28.00000 0.00023 0.00000 -0.001,15 -0.00836
32.00000 0.00029 0,00000 0,00079 -0.00665
36,00000 0.00040 0.00000 0.00045 -0.00571
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TableC3. Continued
-8.0000
-4.0000
0.0000
4.0000
8,0000
12.0000
14.0000
16.0000
20.0000
24,0000
28.0000
32.0000
36.0000
(C.%) NE
-0.0255
0.0269
0.0278
--0,0280
0,0279
-0.0276
-0.8272
0.0268
-0.0131
-0.0100
0.0065
0.00,I0
-0.0016
(A("m,t)LE, (ACmit)RE
a ( 0.00710
-8.00000 0.00005
4.00000 0.00002
0,00000 0,00000
,1.00000 0.00001
8.00000 0.00000
12,00000 0.00004
14.00000 0.00014
16.00000 0.00103
20.00000 0.00131
24.00000 0.00123
28.00000 0.00069
32.00000 0.00052
36.00000 0.00057
(C'% )NE
_t (C'.,,t)N E
8.0000 0.0391
-4.0000 0.04,17
0.0000 -0.0487
.1.0000 0.0492
8.0000 -0.0493
12,0000 -0.0493
14.0000 -0.0,186
16.0000 -0.0450
20.0000 0.0241
24.000[) 0.0165
28.0000 -0.0128
32.0000 -0.0099
36.0000 0.0074
0.00000
0,00000
0.00000
0,00000
0.00000
0,00000
0.00000
0,00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0,00000
0.00000
(7 T
0.035-10
0.00021
0.00008
0,00002
0.00003
0.00000
-0.00018
0.00058
-0.00412
-0,00525
0.00-191
0.00278
-0.00207
0.00230
0.201,10)
0.00053
0.00007
0.00112
0.00136
0.00010
0.00035
-0,00119
0.00838
-0,01,190
--0.01594
-0.01358
O.00959
-0.00824
41
f ,] LE '
ACre,3
Table C3. Continued
(-0.00710 0.00000 0,03540 0.20140)
-8.00000 0.00004 0.00000 -0.00015 -0.00032
-4.00000 0,00004 0.00000 -0.00014 0.00031
0.00000 0,00003 if00000 0,00013 -0.00030
4.00000 0.00003 0,00000 -0.00013 -0.00027
8.00000 0.00003 0.00000 -0.00013 0.00026
t2.00000 0.00003 0.00000 0.0001] -0.00047
14.00000 0.00015 0.00000 -0.00058 -0.00066
16.00000 0.00001 0.00000 0.00005 - 0.00020
20.00000 0.00003 0.00000 -0,00012 -0,00025
2:t.00000 0,00000 0.00000 0.0000t 0.00004
28.00000 0.00001 0.00000 0.00005 -0.00005
32.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00002 -0.00003
36.00000 0,00002 0.00000 -0.00006 0.00007
NE
¢) (Crn_¢) N E
-8,0000 0.0017
- 4.0000 - 0,0016
0.0000 0.0014
4.0000 - 0.0012
8.0000 -0.0009
12,0000 - 0.0006
14.0000 -0.0007
16.0000 -0.0007
20.0000 - 0.0007
24.0000 0.00¢)4
28.0000 0.0013
32.0000 0.0019
36.0000 0.0027
(-20.00000 10.00000 0.00000 I0.00000 20.00000)
-8.00000 -0,09000 -0.03000 0.00000 .-0,03000 0.09000
-4.00000 0,09000 0.03000 0.00000 -0.03000 0.09000
0,00000 -0.09000 -0.03000 0,00000 -0.03000 0.09000
4.00000 -0,09000 -0.03000 0.00000 0,03000 -0.09000
8.00000 -0.09000 0.03000 0.00000 0.03000 0.09000
12.00000 0.09000 0.03000 0,00000 - 0,03000 -0.09000
14.00000 -0,09000 -0.03000 0,00000 -0.03000 0.09000
16.00000 -0.08250 0.02750 0.00000 -0.02750 -0.08250
20.00000 -0,07500 -0.02500 0.00000 0.02500 - 0.07500
24.00000 -0.06750 0.02250 0.00000 0.02250 - 0.06750
28.00000 -0.06000 0.02000 0.00000 -0.02000 -0.06000
32.00000 -0.05250 0.01750 0.00000 0,01750 -0.05250
36.00000 -0.04500 -0.01500 0.00000 -0.01500 -0.04500
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TableC3. Concluded
ACm,GE
0.0000
I0.0000
20.0000
30.0000
40.0000
50.0000
75.0000
100.0000
125,0000
ACm,GE
-0.0760
0.0375
-0.0220
0.0150
0.0105
-0.0075
0.0040
0.0020
0.0000
(Cm,'))N E
8.0000
-4.0000
0.0000
4.0000
8.0000
12.0000
14.0000
16.0000
20.0000
24.0000
28.0000
32.0000
36.0000
(Cm,-,) N E
-4.9918
-4.9918
-4.9918
4.9918
4.9918
-4.9918
-4.9918
-4.9918
-4.9918
-4.9918
-4.9918
-4.9918
-4.9918
C))_n
o
-8.0000
-4.0000
0.0000
4.0000
8,0000
12.0000
14.0000
Cm¢)
-1.4612
-1.4612
-1.4612
-1.4612
1.4612
-1.4612
1.4612
(Cmq) NE
C_
-8.0000
-4.0000
0.0000
4.0000
8.0000
12.0000
1,1.0000
16.0000
20.0000
24.0000
28.0000
32.0000
36.0000
(Cmq)NE
-19.5300
19.5300
19.5300
-19.5300
19.5300
-19.5300
-18.3600
-17.1900
14.8400
-12.5000
10.1600
-7.8100
5.4700
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TableC4.Rolling-MomentCoefficientData
44
ACI,LE
ACt, BE
CT
r_ (-0.00710 0.00000 0.03540 0.11180 0.20140)
-8.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00200 -0.00200 0,00200
4.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00160 --0.00100 -0.00160
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00113 -0.00113 -0.00113
4,00000 0.00000 0,00000 -0.00080 0,00080 -0.00080
8.00000 0.00000 0,00000 0.00050 -0.00050 0,00050
12,00000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00090 -0,00090 0,00090
14.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00090 -0.00090 -0.00090
16.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00640 0.01040 0.01440
20.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.01400 0.02150 0,02890
24.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.01800 0.02430 0,03050
28.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0,01800 0.02430 0.03050
32,00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.01800 0.02430 0.03050
36.00000 0,00000 0.00000 0.01800 0.02430 0.03050
(-0.00710 0,00000 0.035,10 0.11180 0.20140)
8.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0,00200 0.00200 0.00200
- 4.00000 0,00000 0.00000 0.00160 0.00160 0.00160
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00113 0.00113 0.00113
,1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00080 0.00080 0.00080
8.00000 0.00000 0,00000 0.00050 0.00050 0.00050
12.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00090 0.00090 0.00090
14.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00090 0.00090 0.00090
1G.O0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.006,10 0.01040 0.01,140
20,00000 0,00000 0.00000 0.01400 0.02150 -0.02890
24.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.01800 0.02430 -0.03050
28,00000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.01800 0.02430 0.03050
32.00000 0.00000 9.00000 0.01800 0.02430 -0.03050
36.00000 0.00000 0,00000 0.01800 0.02430 -0,03050
(77 ,
( 0.00710 0.00000 0.03540 0.201,10)
8.00000 0.00002 0.00000 -0.00010 0.00019
-1.00000 0.00002 0.00000 O.O0010 0.00019
0.00000 0,00001 0.00000 0.00005 0.0001-1
,1.00000 0.00002 0.00000 0,00010 0.00017
8.00000 0,00001 0.00000 -0.00005 0.00009
12.00000 0.00001 0.00000 -0.00005 0.00012
14.00000 0.00001 0.00000 -0.00006 0.00015
10.00000 0.00008 O.OOO00 0.000,10 0.00076
20.00000 0.00006 0.00000 0.00029 0.00085
2,1.00000 0,00006 0.00000 -0.00030 -0,(10080
28.00000 0,00001 0.00000 -0,00010 -0,00024
32.00000 0.00004 0.00000 -0.00005 0.00016
36.00000 0.00009 0.00000 6.00007 -0.00009
Table C4. Continued
(C/_) NE
--8.0000
,1.0000
0.0000
,1.0000
8.0000
12.0000
14.0000
16.0000
20.0000
24.0000
28.0000
32.0000
36.0000
(CI3)N E
-0.002,1
0.0022
-0.(/019
0.0017
0.0017
-0.0017
0.(1018
-0.(1(125
0.0026
0.0019
-.0.0023
0.0027
0.003l
a (-0.00710
8.00000 0.00000
-4.00000 0.00000
0.00000 0.00000
4.00000 0.00000
8.00000 0.00000
12.00000 0.00000
14.00000 0.00000
1 G.O0000 0.00004
20.00000 0.00002
24.00000 0.00000
28,00000 0.00000
32.00000 0,00001
36.00000 0.00002
((/li'r)N E
" (C16.) .,. E
-8.0000 0.0008
1.0000 0.0006
0.0000 0.0005
1.0000 0.000,1
8.C300 0.0003
12.0000 0.0002
1.1.0000 0.0001
16.0000 0.0000
20.0000 0.0000
24.0000 0.0(1(11
28.0000 -0.0001
32.0000 0.0000
36.0000 0.0000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0,00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
Q
0.03540
0.00000
0.00001
0.00001
0.00000
0,0000l
-0.00002
0.00000
-0.00015
-0.00007
0.00001
0.00001
0.00004
0.00007
(Clp) ,V E
CI
-8.0000
--,1.0000
0.0000
4.0000
8.00(1(1
12.0000
14.0000
16.0000
20.0000
2.1.0000
28.0000
32.0000
36.0000
o.2ollo)
0.00015
0.00018
0.00007
0.00003
0.00001
0.00000
0.00006
0.00005
-0.00004
-0.00002
0.00001
-0.00006
-0.00001
(CIp)NE
0.4800
-0.4720
0.4660
0.4580
-0.,1200
0.3250
0.1950
(1.0000
0.0500
0.1000
-0.1250
0.1300
-0.1100
45
Ftapdeflection, deg
(0.0000 35.0000)
-8.00000 0.00132 0.00147
-4.00000 0.00142 0.00157
0.00000 0.00151 0.00159
4.00000 0,00145 0.00149
8.00000 0.00137 0,00145
12.00000 0,00131 0.00135
14.00000 0,00127 0.00108
16.00000 0,00109 0.00039
20.00000 0.00084 0,00078
24.00000 0.00075 0,00047
28.00000 0.00054 0.00049
32.00000 0.00033 0,00050
36.00000 0.00011 0.00052
(CI_,,,I¢)N E
Flap deflection, deg
a (0.0000 35.0000)
-8.00000 0.00132 -0.00147
-4,00000 -0.00142 -0.00157
0,00000 -0.00151 -0.00159
4.00000 -0.00145 0.00149
8,00000 -0.00137 -0.00145
12.00000 -0.00131 -0.00135
14.00000 0.00127 -0,00108
16.00000 -0.00109 0.00039
20.00000 -0.00084 -0.00078
24.00000 -0,00075 0.00047
28.00000 0,00054 -0,00049
32.00000 0,00033 -0,00050
36,00000 -0.00011 0.00052
Table C4. Concluded
(C,,.)NE
-8.0000
-4.0000
0.0000
4.0000
8.0000
12.0000
14.0000
16,0000
20.0000
24.0000
28.0000
32.0000
36,0000
(Clr)NE
0.0479
0.0937
0.1395
0.1853
0.2311
0.2769
0.3000
O.0200
0.I000
0.0600
0.0400
0.0400
0.0400
46
ACt_ I- E
Table C5. Yawing-Moment Coefficient Data
(--0.00710 0.00000 0.035,10 0.11180 0.201.101
8.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00230 0.00200 0.00170
t.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00130 0.00110 0.00080
o.ooo0o 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00010 0.00020
400000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00080 -0.00080 -0.00080
8.00000 0,00000 0.00000 -0.00130 -0.00130 0.00130
I2.00000 0.00000 0.00000 - 0.00130 -0.00130 0.00130
14.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00150 -0.00150 0.00150
I6.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00310 0.00130 0.00550
20.00000 0,00000 0.00000 0,00120 0.00260 0.00400
24.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00370 0.00060 0.00250
28.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00530 0.00240 0.00050
3200000 0.00000 0.00000 - 0.00580 -0.00360 -0.00150
36,00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00620 0.00-150 -0.00300
AC,,,nE
Q
( 0.00710 0.00000 0.03540 0.11180 0.20140)
-8.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00230 -0.00200 -0.00170
-4.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00130 -0.00110 -0.00080
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00010 0.00020
4.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00080 0.00080 0.00080
8.00000 fl.000O0 0.00000 0.00130 0.00130 0.00130
12.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00130 0.00130 0.00130
14.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00150 0.00150 0.00150
16.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00310 0.00430 -0.00550
20.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00120 -0,00260 frO0,100
24.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00370 0.00060 0.00250
28.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00530 0.002,10 -0.00050
32.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00580 0.00360 0.00150
36.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00620 0.00.150 0.00300
(ACn3) LE" (AC"d) ,?E
CT
a ( 0.00710 0.00000 0.035-10 0.201-101
-8.00000 0.00015 0.00000 0.00010 0.00021
-4.00000 0.00016 0.00000 0.00005 0.00018
0.00000 0.00005 0.00000 0.00000 0.00020
4.00000 0.00013 0.00000 0.00005 0.00018
8.00000 0.00005 0.00000 0.00000 0.00005
12.00000 0.00011 0.00000 0.00006 -0.0000l
14.(/0000 0.00010 0.00000 0.00000 0.00005
16.00000 -0.00025 0.00000 0.00025 0.00041
20.00000 0.00022 0.00000 0.00074 0.00109
24.00000 0.00019 0.00000 0.00095 0.00181
28.00000 0.00014 0.00000 0.00076 0.00169
32.00000 0.00009 0.00000 0.00056 0.00151
36.00000 0.00002 0.00000 0.00035 0.00134
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TableC5. Continued
(C,_fl)NE
a ((Tn_) N E
-8.0000 0.002,1
-4.0000 0.0021
0.0000 0.0022
i.0000 0,0020
8,0000 0,0021
12.0000 0,0023
14.000(I 0,0025
16,0000 0.0029
20.0000 0.0016
24.0000 O.O001
28.0000 0.0005
32,0000 0.0006
36.0000 0.0007
(AC_%. ) LE , (A(',tt_ ) RE
a (-0.00710
8,00000 0.0000I
4.00000 0.00000
0,00000 0.00000
4,00000 0.00000
8.00000 0.00001
12.00000 0,00001
14,00000 0.00000
16.00000 0,0000t
20.00000 0.00003
24.00000 0.00002
28.00000 0,00002
32.00000 0.00002
36.00000 0.00002
n (C,%).,, E
-8.0000 -0.0013
4,0000 0.0013
0.0000 -0.0013
4.0000 -0.0013
8.0000 0.0012
12.0000 - 0.0011
14.0000 0.0011
16,0000 0.0010
20.0000 0.0006
24.0000 0.0004
28.0000 0.0002
32.0000 0.0000
36.0000 0.0000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.o0000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
Cr
0.03540
0.00003
0.00000
0.00000
0,00002
0.00004
-0.00003
0.00001
0.00002
-0.00013
0.00009
0.00008
0,00008
-0.00010
(C'p) NE
-8.0000
--1.0000
o.o000
4,0000
8.0000
12.000(/
14.0000
10,0000
20,0000
24.0000
28.0000
32,0000
36,0000
0.20140)
-0.00005
0.00007
-0.00006
-0.00007
0.00009
-0.00006
0.00003
0.00002
-O.O0011
0,00018
0.00019
0.00020
0.00022
(C'b,) NE
0.0700
0.0400
-0.0180
-0.0700
-0.1150
0.1250
0.0700
0.05(10
0.0650
0,0100
0.0200
0.0200
0,0200
48
Flap deflection, deg
a (0.0000 35.0000)
-8.00000 0.00014 0.00017
4.00000 0.00008 0.00015
0.00000 0.00000 0.00008
4.00000 -0.00004 0.00003
8.00000 -0.00012 -0.00004
12.00000 0.00014 -0.00006
14.00000 -0.00014 -0.00016
1600000 0.00014 -0.00034
20.00000 -0.00030 -0.00020
24.00000 -0.00033 -0.00006
28.00000 -0.00022 0.00018
32.00000 -0.00012 -0.00029
36.00000 0.00002 0.00041
Flat) deflection, deg
(0.0000 35.0000)
-8.00000 -0.00014 -0.00017
-4.00000 -0.00008 -0.00015
0.00000 0.00000 -0.00008
4.00000 0.00004 -0.00003
8.00000 0.00012 0.00004
12.00000 0.00014 0.00006
14.00000 0.00014 0.00016
I6.00000 0.00014 0.00034
20.00000 0.00030 0.00020
24.00000 0.00033 0.00006
28.00000 0.00022 0.00018
32.00000 0.00012 0.00029
36.00000 0.00002 0.00041
Table C5. Concluded
(C,,,)NE
-8.0000
4.0000
0.0000
4.0000
8.0000
12.0000
14.0000
16.0000
20.0000
24.0000
28.0000
32,0000
36,0000
(Cn,.) XE
0.1950
-0.1950
--0.1950
-0.1950
0.1950
-0.1950
0.1950
-0.0800
-0.1750
0.1500
-0.1200
-0.1000
-0.1000
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TableC6.Side-Force-CoeffMentData
5O
A(_Y, LK
a (-0.00710 0.00000 0.03540 0.11180 0.20140)
=8.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00800 0.00700 -0.00600
4.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00550 -0.00500 0.00450
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00350 0,00350 -0,00350
•1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 --0.00150 0.00150 0.00150
8.00000 0,00000 0.00000 0.00150 0.00150 - 0,01!150
12.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00200 0,00200 -0.00200
14.00000 0.00000 0,00000 -0,00150 0.00150 0.00150
16.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00600 0.00600 0.00600
20.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00030 0.00900 0.01860
24.00000 0,00000 0,00000 0.00900 0.00780 0.02250
28.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.01750 -0.00270 0.02300
32.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.02050 -0.00150 0.02350
36.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.02100 0.00150 0.02400
_Cy, RE
C 7,
(_ (-0.011710 0,00000 0,035,10 0.11180 0,20110)
-8.00000 0.00000 0,00000 0.00800 0.00700 0,00600
4.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00550 0.00500 0.0015(!
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 000350 (1.00350 0.00350
&O0000 0.00000 0.00000 0.001511 0.00150 0.00150
8.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00150 0.00150 0.00150
12,00000 0,00000 0.00000 0,00200 0,00200 0,00200
11.00000 O. 00000 0.00000 0,00150 O,O0150 0.00150
16.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00600 0.00600 0.00600
20.00000 0.00000 0,00000 0.00030 0.00900 0,01860
21.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00900 0.00780 0,02250
28.00000 0.00000 0,00000 0.01750 0,00270 0.02300
32.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.02050 0.00150 0,0235(/
36.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.02100 0.00150 0.02400
a ( 0.00710 0.00000 0.035,10 0.201,10)
- 8.00000 0.00056 0.00000 0.00060 0.00127
4.00000 0.00020 0.00000 -0.00055 -0.00088
0.00000 0.00025 0.00000 0.00039 0.00075
4.00000 0.00021 0.00000 0.00055 0.00079
8,00000 -0.00025 0.00000 -0.00050 -0.00100
12.00000 0.00002 0.00000 0.00050 -0.00066
14.00000 0.00055 0.00000 0.00045 0.00081
16.00000 0.1111200 0.00000 0.00102 0.00118
20.00000 0,00069 0,00000 0.00256 -0.00271
24,00000 0.00054 0.00000 -0.00286 -0,00347
28.00000 0.00036 0,00000 0.00143 0.00396
32.00000 0.00019 0.00000 -0.00075 0.00356
36,00000 0.00015 0,00000 -0.00040 0.00258
Table C6. Continued
- 8.0000
-,1.0000
0.0000
,1.0000
8.0000
12.0000
14.0000
16.0000
20.0000
21.0000
28.0000
32.0000
36.0000
(('_) NE
-0.0157
-0.015<1
-0.0141
0.0135
-0.0130
-0.0133
0.0136
0.11137
0.0076
-0.0048
0.0029
0.0020
-0.0017
(A(_} _,. ) i./L7 ' (A(_} _r ) R E
(-0.00710 0.00000
8.00000 - 0.00002 0.00000
,1.00000 -0.00001 0.00000
0.00000 - 0.00001 0.00000
1.000/10 0.00001 0.00000
8.00000 0.00001 0.110000
12.00000 0.00000 0.00000
14.00000 - 0.00001 0.00000
16.00000 0.00007 0.00000
20.00000 -0.00008 0.00000
24.00000 -0.00010 0.00000
28.00000 -0.00007 0.00000
32.00000 -0.00004 0.00000
36.00000 -0.000ll 0.00000
CT
0.03540
0.00009
0,00002
0.0000-1
0.00001
0.000115
0.0000o
0,00003
0.00026
0.00033
0.00024
0.00026
0.00041
0.00057
o.2o14o)
0.00019
0.00012
0.00014
0.00014
0.00015
0.00010
0.00013
0.00037
0.00053
0.000,15
0.000,1fl
0.00076
0.00103
O_
-8.0000
4.01100
0.0000
4.00110
8.0000
12.0000
14.0000
16.0000
20.0000
24.0000
28.0000
32.0000
36.0000
C}),.) ,VE
0.0037
0.0035
0.01133
0.0031
0.0029
0.0029
0.0028
0.0026
0.0016
0.0010
0,0004
0.0002
-0.0009
-8.0000
-4.0000
0.0000
1.0000
8.0000
12.0000
14.0000
16.0000
20.0000
24.0000
28.0000
32.0000
36.0000
C'$),) N £:
0.0220
0.0350
0.0600
0.I000
O. 1300
0.1750
0.1820
0.0200
0.0700
0.10011
0.1000
0.1000
0.1000
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Flapdeflection, deg
(0.0000 35.0000)
-8.00000 0.00045 0,00046
4,00000 0.00030 0.00041
0,00000 0,00030 0.00035
4.00(/(10 0_00045 0,00039
8.00000 0.00055 0.00035
12,00000 0.00041 0.00033
],I.O0000 0.00016 0,0002,1
16.00000 -0.00001 0.00020
20.00000 -0.00009 0.00001
24.00000 0.00025 0.00035
28,00000 -0,00006 0.00005
32.00000 -0.00035 0.00025
36.00000 -0.00065 0.00055
Flapdeflection, dog
(0.0000 35.0000)
-8.00000 0.00045 -0.00046
-4.00000 -0.00030 -0.00041
0.00000 -0.00030 0,00035
4.00000 -0.00045 0.00039
8.00000 0.00055 -0.00035
12.00000 -0,0004l 0.00033
14.00000 0,00016 0,00024
16.000(10 0.00001 -0.00020
20.00000 0.00009 0.00001
24.00000 0.00025 -0,00035
28.00000 0.00006 -0.00005
32.00000 0.00035 0.00025
36.00000 0.00065 0.00055
Table C6. Concluded
(C,;,)NE
-8.0000
-4.0000
0.0000
,1.0000
8.0000
12.0000
14.0000
16.0000
20.0000
24.0000
28.0000
32.0000
36.(1000
(CI;.)N E
0.8000
0.7600
0.7200
0.6800
0.6400
0,6000
0.5800
0.5200
0.4000
0.2800
0.1600
0,0400
0.0000
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Appendix D
Control System Models
Basic block diagrams for the longitudinal, direc-
tional, and lateral control systems are given in fig-
ure 7. Pitch trim was accomplished by adjusting
horizontal-tail incidence. A tab on the rudder was
used to provide directional trim. Roll trim was
achieved by introducing a different increment in the
deflection of the ailerons. Trim wheels located on the
center console in the cockpit were used for rudder tab
and aileron trim inputs. A thumb activated switch
located on the left horn of the control wheel was used
to adjust pitch trim. Control loaders provided forces
on the column, wheel, and pedals. The forces used
with the control loaders were calculated tus follows:
Column force:
Fc = GcCh,_q_cSeG + breakout
Paralnet or
&
_a
Fm_ct ion of
_a
Value
0.0062
See table D5
10.15
1.21
Breakout force:
Control \._due, direction
Cohunn +3.5 (aft)
-5.0 (forward)
Pedals +17 (right)
-22 0eft)
Wheel +3 (right)
-3 (h!ft)
Maximum control surface deflections:
Parallleter
C]t r
Gr
Sc
Function of
_5c , it
Vallle
See table D1
See table D2
16.839
1.251
Control Vahte
it
6., It
(5r
-16 ° to +14 °
16 ° to +8 °
-15 ° (up) to +17 ° (down)
-15 ° (up) to +17 ° (down)
4-25 °
Pedal force:
Fp = G,.Ch,.qxS,.c,. + breakout
Parameter
_[tr
Gr
Sr
{'r
Function of
_r
_Ta] lie
See table D3
See table D,I
1,1.67
2.31
For convenience, three additional block diagrams
are shown with the l(mgitudinal control system. Di-
agrams are given for the flaps, speed brakes, and
landing gear. The speed break and landing gear
cockpit control had two positions, either retracted
or extended. The flap cockpit position lever had four
&.'tents t.o position the flaps at deflection angles of 0 °,
7 ° , 20 ° , and 35 ° . The first-order lag indicated in each
block diagram was used to provide a realistic output
response. The time constants used are as follows:
Wheel force:
Ea,R - 5.,L
2
F,_ = 2G, Cl,,SaqxS,,Pa + breakout
Time
constant Value
r/
rsB
rAG
.1.0
1.0
3.0
Time for full
deployment, sec
16
,|
12
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Table D1. Values of Elevator Hinge Moment Coefficient Ch_.
Ch¢ at
6_:, (leg it = -16 ° it = -12 ° it = -8 ° it = -4 ° il = 0° it = 4 ° it = 8 °
-20
18
-16
-14
-12
-10
-8
-6
0
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
0.20110
0.18535
0.17016
0.15567
0.14200
0.13090
0.12048
0.10764
0.16817
0.14723
0.12758
0.11018
0.09600
0.08406
0.07236
0.06021
0.14351
0.11872
0.09478
0.07333
0.05600
0.04345
0.03378
0.02489
0.12349
0.09690
0.07188
0.05053
0.03500
0.02631
0.02104
0.01589
0.11025
0.08640
0.06392
0.04454
0.03000
0.02,110
0.02197
0.01642
0.06884
0.03142
0.02126
0.01398
0.00845
0.00323
-0.00308
-0.01111
-0.02000
0.02700
-0.00300
-0.01258
-0.01952
-0.0241,4
-0.02720
-0.02947
-0.03095
-0.03000
0.00112
-0.01364
-0.01873
0.02485
-0.03139
-0.03785
0.04370
-0.04822
-0.05100
0.00229
-0.01709
-0.02382
-0.03193
-0.04064
0.04986
-O.O5952
-0.06950
-0.80000
-0.03240
-0.01775
-0.02575
-0.03740
-0.05138
-0.06705
-0.08374
-0.10103
-0.12000
0.09421
0.07509
0.05664
0.03917
0.02300
0.01837
0.02065
0.01594
-0.00678
-0.02455
-0.03801
-0.05641
-0.07668
-0.09725
-0.11655
-0.13410
-0.15100
0.06924
0.05380
0.04032
0.02925
0.02100
0.01722
0.01419
0.00765
-0.01488
-0.03639
-0.04947
-0.06797
-0.08992
-0.11339
-0.13650
-0.15822
-0.18OO0
Table D2. Elevator
Gearing Data
5c, deg
-20
-18
-16
-14
-12
-10
-8
-6
0
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
Go, 1/ft
1.07
0.93
0.79
0.62
0.54
0.49
0.47
0.47
0.47
0.47
0.,17
0.48
0.52
0.60
0.79
0.97
1.15
Table D3. Value of Rudder Hinge Moment Coefficient Ch,.
Chr at
_,
deg fl=-20 ° /3=-i0 ° fl=O ° fl-- 10 ° /3=20 °
-30
-20
-10
5
0
5
10
20
30
0.32
0.24
0.16
0.13
-0.11
-0.13
-0.16
-0.24
-0.32
0.25
0.16
0.08
0.05
-0.03
-0.05
-0.08
-0.16
-0.25
0.22
0.13
0.04
0.02
0
-0.02
-0.04
-0.13
-0.22
0.17
0.08
0.03
0.01
0.03
-0.01
-0.03
-0.08
-0.17
0.06
0.01
-0.04
-0.07
0.11
0.07
0.04
-0.01
-0.06
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TableD4. RudderGearingData
_Sr,deg Gr, 1/ft
-30
-20
-10
-5
0
5
10
20
30
0.35
0.85
1.25
1.29
1.32
1.29
1.26
0.84
0.35
Table D5. Aileron Gearing Data
_a, (leg
-18
-16
-14
-12
-10
-8
-4
0
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
G_,, 1/ft
-0.13
-0.39
-0.40
-0.41
-0.41
-0.41
-0.41
-0.41
-0.41
-0.41
-0.41
-0.39
-0.36
-0.33
-0.28
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XWind
C L
CI
C D
Cy
Y
C
Wind
13
X
Figure 1. System of body axes.
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,-86-360
Figure 4. Three-degree-of-freedom motion base and virtual image system.
L-84-13268
Figure 5. Simulation cockpit with instruments and controls.
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h x 10-3: O, 10, 15, 18, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31,35, 37, 39, 43
M: 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.45, 0.50, 0.55, 0.60, 0.65
PS
4
3 ].
2_[-
h
7
6 [ t,A
5 1 M
I hA
M
lul
t
m
m
1700 rpm
7
6 [
PS 5 J-- M.
4 IF- M
3 [--
2 I
h - -
IuI
M
m
1
m
2000 rpm
PS Definition
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Max continuous
Max cruise
Max climb/normal cruise
80-percent cruise
60-percent cruise
40-percent cruise
Off
Figure 6. Table format used for thrust, torque, and fuel flow data as a function of four variables.
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Figure 7. Concluded.
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ATP Task Description
1. Initial conditions:
Task starts a short distance (1/2 NM) before IAF with the airplane trimmed in
straight and level flight on a course parallel to the runway at an altitude h of
1600 ft and an IAS of 150 knots
2. At IAF lower flaps to 20 ° and begin to reduce speed; fly ILS approach
3. At KNUTS lower landing gear; maintain 120 knots
4. At OM lower flaps to 35°; maintain 120 knots
5. Maintain 120 knots down the glideslope
6. At h = 200 ft if the runway is visible, the run is terminated and is considered a
normal ILS approach
7. At h = 200 ft if the runway is not visible, execute a missed approach (i.e., full
throttle, gear up, flap up, etc.)
8. Right turn to 180°; climb to and maintain h = 2000 ft
Figure 8. ILS task description given to each test subject at preflight briefing.
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ILS RWY 36 HAMPTON/LANGLEY ATP
I HORSE
_ "_ _ _ts,_z /
/
r_--IAF "_1
_ [ DUMMY I
113.6 DUM
LOM KNUTS INT DUMMY
Missed approach
Climbing right turn to 2000 via DUM I
R-360 to DUM VORTAC and hold 1000
1_000 _ 1600%00
""_ L
i
t_ 0.6 _ 2.5 NM -I_- 1.3 4P _1 2.0 NM _
CATEGORY A I B C D
S-ILS 36 200/24 200
Figure 9. Airport terminal area and ILS approach task.
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I Adequacy for selected taskor required op ration*
Yes
without
improvement?
l Yes
Ip Is adequate _'_
performance I No
attainable with _'_'-
a tolerable
ilot workload?..,,/
I Yes
,sit
ontrollable? J r I
Deficiencies
warrant
improvement
Deficiencies
require
improvement
Improvement
mandatory
Figure lO.
I Aircraftcharacteristics I Demands on pilot in I Pilotselected task or required operation* I 'ating
Excellent Pilot compensation not a factor
Highly desirable for desired performance
Good Pilot compensation not a factor
Negligible deficiencies for desired performance
Fair-- Some mildly Minimal pilot compensation
unpleasant deficiencies required for desired performance
Minor but annoying Desired performance requires
deficiencies moderate pilot compensation
Moderately objectionable Adequate performance requires
deficiencies considerable pilot compensation
Very objectionable but Adequate performance requires
tolerable deficiencies extensive pilot compensation
Major deficiencies Adequate performance not attainable
with maximum tolerable pilot
compensation; controllability not in
question
Major deficiencies Considerable pilot compensation is
required for control
Major deficiencies Intense pilot compensation is
required to retain control
I Major deficiencies Control will be lost during somep rtion of required operation
1 !
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
* Definition of required operation involves designation of flight phase
or subphases with accompanying conditions
Cooper-Harper scale for rating handling qualities.
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ATP Simulation Test Syllabus
Flight condition
identification number
Engine Failure
Task Winds status location
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
ILS Off Both on
ILS/MA Off Both on
ILS/MA Off Left fail
ILS Off Right fail
ILS/MA On Both on
ILS On Left fail
ILS/MA On Left fail
ILS On Right fail
ILS/MA Off Left fail
ILS/MA Off Right fail
ILS/MA On Left fail
ILS Off Left fail
ILS/MA On Right fail
ILS/MA Off Right fail
ILS On Both on
ILS/MA On Right fail
Figure 11. Test conditions for ILS piloted task study.
None
None
MAP
1300 ft
None
1300 ft
MAP
1300 ft
1300 ft
1300 ft
1300 ft
1300 ft
MAP
MAP
None
1300 ft
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2OOO
Altitude,
ft
1500
1000
5OO
0
8000
Pilot
O[]
O
z&
i , , • I
TS LOM MM
p " _--'I:1_\
M "
Distance
from
runway
centerline,
ft
Indicated
airspeed,
knots
60OO KNUTS
4000
LOM MM
2000
0
-2000 , , , i
160
150
140
130
120
110
100 , , , I
-50 000 -40 000 -30 000 -20 000 -10 000 0
Distancefrom threshold, ft
(a) Flight identification number 15. No engine failure, winds on, ceiling at 240 ft. AGL.
Figure 12. ILS trajectories for runs with and without a failed engine. Dashed boundary lines represent t.wice
desired target goal.
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20OO
1500
Altitude, 1000
ft
Pilot
O L
[] Y
O G
z_ P
500 • B
• M
! i i
8OOO
TS LOM MM
t .... I , , I
Distance
from
runway
centerline,
ft
Indicated
airspeed,
knots
6OO0
4000
2000
0
-2000 .... i
160
150
140
130
120
110
100 .... i .... = ,
-50 000 -40 000 -30 000
_"_ KNUTS
, , = , I , = _ 1 k _ = L I _ • , I , I
KNUTS
LOM MM
/
_ I ] _ .... I
-20 000 -10 000 0
Distance from threshold, ft
(b) Flight identification number 6. Left engine failure at 1300 ft AGL, winds on, ceiling at. 240 ft AGL.
Figure 12. Continued.
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2OOO
Altitude,
ft
1500
1000
5OO
0
8000
Pilot
©
[]
<>
A
UiS LOM MM
,-...
Y
G
P
B
M
,->
Distance
from
runway
centerline,
ft
6000
4000
2O0O
-2000 i i
UTS
, , I , , , , I , , , I I , , , I , , , I , I
160 KNUTS
Indicated
airspeed,
knots
150
140
t30
120
110
100 .
-50 000
i i , I , , , , I ,
-40 000 -30 000
LOM MM
-20 000 -10 000 0
Distance from threshold, ft
(c) Flight identification number 8. Right engine failure at 1300 ft AGL, winds on, ceiling at 240 ft AGL.
Figure 12. Concluded.
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Altitude,
ft
Distance
from
runway
centeriine,
ft
Indicated
airspeed,
knots
5OO
40O
3OO
200
100
0
40O
2OO
0
-20O
-4O0
180
155
130
Decision height ""'_11
I i I
J
Missed-approach point
m
105
I m £_m
i ! i i ix. , , .
-6000 -4000 -2000 0 2000
Distance from threshold, ft
(a) Both engines operating, winds on.
Figure 13. Transition from instrument approach to missed-approach segment for six runs.
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Altitude,
ft
Distance
from
runway
centerline,
ft
5OO
400 !
300
2OO
100
0
400
200
-200
-400
180
Missed-approach point
Decision height
Pilot
O
[]
O
Z_
L
Y
G
P
B
M
Indicated
airspeed,
knots
155
130
105
0 i i , , j | _ i |
-6000 -4000 -2000 0 2000
Distance from threshold, ft
(b) Left engine failure at missed-approach point, winds on.
Figure 13. Continued.
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Altitude,
ft
Distance
from
runway
centerline,
ft
5OO
400
300
200
100
0
400
200
-200
-400
180
Missed-approach point
Decision height l
Pilot
O
[]
O
A
L
Y
G
P
B
M
Indicated
airspeed,
knots
155
130
105
8O
-6000
-4000 -2000 0
Distance from threshold, ft
(c) Right. engine failure at missed-approach point, winds on.
2OO0
Figure 13. Concluded.
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CT
.3
.2
0 I I I I I
80 90 100 110 120 130
Indicated airspeed, knots
(a) Single engine at, full power, PS 2.
I
140
_r,
deg
30
20
10
0
-10
-20
-30
5 °
0o
_5 °
Maximum
deflection
Right
engine out
t
0
0 o
-5 °
80 90 100 110 120 130
Indicated airspeed, knots
Left
engine out
Maximum
deflection
I
140
(b) Rudder deflection.
Figure 14. Rudder deflection required for an engine out with flfll power on operating engine.
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100
8O
6O
Percent of
total flights
40
20
- --_=-8
r
[] Outer marker
I I I I I
.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
Target size
(a) Glideslope error.
Target
size AE, deg
0.5 _+0.175
1.0 _+O.350
1.5 +0.525
2.0 _+0.700
2.5 _+0.875
100 -- -- :_
80
60
Percent of
total flights
4O
2O
I
0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
Target size
Target
size A_, deg
0.5 +0.455
1.0 +0.910
1.5 +1.365
2.0 +1.820
2.5 +2.275
3.0 _+2.730
(b) Localized error.
Figure 15. Cumulative frequency distributions for position error and airspeed deviation at middle and outer
markers for six pilots. Dashed line indicates when aircraft was beyond the range displayed on cockpit
instruments.
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Target z&V,
size knots
0.5 +2.50
1.0 +5.00
1.5 +7.50
2.0 +10.00
2.5 +12.50
3.0 +15.00
100
80
6O
Percent of
total flights
4O
20
.5
I
1.0 1.5
Target size
(c) Airspeed deviation.
Figure 15. Concluded.
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[] Outer marker
I I I
2.0 2.5 3.0
75
Target
size
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
A_,deg
±0.175
±O.350
±O.525
±O.70O
±O.875
±1.050
Ao,deg
±0.455
±0.910
±1.365
±1.820
±2.275
±2.730
AV,knots
±2.50
±5.00
±7.50
±10.00
±t2.50
±15.00
100
8O
60
Percentof
totalflights
4O
2O
O Areatarget(A_+Ao)
[] Volumetarget(±_+Ao+AV)
I I I I I I
0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
Target size
3.0
Figure 16. Cumulative frequency distribution for different combinations of position and airspeed errors at
middle marker for six pilots.
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-2
Y,
deg
-4
-6
-8
2
0
Engines
O Both operating
[] Left failed
Right failed
©
_
- y
-6 -4 -2 0
Eh, deg
Runwaythresh°'d-_;_
,t X
Total
Pilot flights
L 17
Y 17
G 16
P 18
B 18
M 16
Z 102
No. of flights
171 > IEhl
3
3
4
4
7
1
22
h
t
Figure 17. Flight data at middlc marker indicating number of flights requiring additional adjustments to rate
of descent. Data for pilot B, E,, = ,../(h),[ M"
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Figure 18. Cumulative frequency distribution of magnitudes of attitude angles and angular rates at middle
marker for six pilots.
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Figure 20. Effect of winds and failed engine on glideslopc, localizer, and airspeed rms values for combined
result of six pilots (symbols designate mean values, bars designate standard deviation values).
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Failure
location
None
None
None
None
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Ratings
Pilot P Pilot Y
5 5
5 5
5 4
6 3
3
h = 1300 ft 5 4
h = 1300 ft 6 5
h = 1300 ft 6 4
h = 1300 ft 7 5
aNo turbulence.
Identification No.
Wind off Wind on
1 15
2 5
3 7
14 13
a 1
Left engine out
Ratings Failure
Pilot Y Pilot P location
3 6 None
5 6 None
4 5 None
5 6 None
None
12 6
9 11
Right engine out
4 8
10 16
5 h = 1300 ft
7 h = 1300 ft
5 5 h = 1300 ft
4 5 h = 1300 ft
(a) ILS approach runs.
Figure 21. Cooper-Harper pilot ratings for ILS approach and missed-approach data runs given by research
pilots. (See fig. 10 for explanation of ratings.)
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Figure 21. Concluded.
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Figure 23.
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Sinmlation and flight derived values of two performance measures.
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(a) Mid c.g. location, trim speed 180 knots.
Figure 24. Longitudinal stability comparison of flight test and simulator results for cruise configuration.
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Figure 24. Concluded.
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' (a) Forward e.g. location, trim speed 136 knots.
Longitudinal stability comparison of flight test and sinmlator results for landing configuration.
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Figure 25. Continued.
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Figure 25. Concluded.
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(a) Cruise configuration.
Figure 26. Stick-fixed neutral point determined from simulator trim conditions for straight and level flight.
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(b) Landing configuration.
Figure 26. Concluded.
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Figure 27. Stick-fixed neutral point values determined by simulator and flight test results.
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Figure 28. Maneuver stability of flight test and simulator results for cruise configuration, trim speed is
185 knots.
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Figure 29. Maneuver stability of flight test and simulator results for landing configuration, trim speed is
140 knots.
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Figure 30. Short-period longitudinal flying qualities criteria for cruise configuration.
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Figure 31. Short-period longitudinal flying qualities criteria for landing configuration.
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0.278F,w 0.278c w
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0 0 0000
0 0 00 0000
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160 t L
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Airspeed
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Figure 32. Time history of phugoid motion of ATPTB aircraft copied from flight records and a comparison of
resulting flight values with those of simulation.
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Figure 33. Simulator attd flight test data for trim change with thrust application (115 CAS).
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(a) Cruise configuration.
Figure 34. Directional stability data for simulator and flight tests.
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(b) Landing configuration.
Figurc 34. Concluded.
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Figure 35. Typical sideslip angle trace constructed by Cessna from flight test data to evaluate Dutch roll
characteristics, controls free.
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Typical simulation time-history traces for Dutch roll motion for cruise configuration, controls held
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Figure 37. Dutch roll flying qualities. Requirements from reference 20.
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Figure 38. Simulation and flight test data for landing configuration with left. engine failed, propeller feathered.
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Figure 39. Simulation and flight test data for landing configuration with right engine failed, propeller feathered.
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Simulation and flight test data for variation of aileron deflection and wheel force with sideslip.
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(b) Landing and cruise configuration.
Figure 40. Concluded.
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(a) Cruise configuration.
Figure 41. Simulation and flight test data for roll rate and wheel forcc as a function of aileron deflection;
simulation data by pilot G.
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Figure 41. Concluded,
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Figure 42. Simulation and flight test data for roll rate and wheel force as a function of aileron deflection;
simulation data by pilot B.
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Figurc 42. Concluded.
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Figure 43. Simulator and flight test data for roll rate as a funtion of wheel force for both subjects with landing
configuration.
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Figure 44. Flight test and simulator trim lift curves for three different flap deflection angles.
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Figure 45. Sketch of thrust variation with power setting at two given rpm values for a single-turbine-engine
and propeller combination operating at sea level and low Mach number.
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Figure 46. Block diagrams for thrust, torquc, and fuel flow for a single power unit.
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Table look-up
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Figure 46. Concluded.
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